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Abstract

This thesis discusses the characteristics of atmospheric turbulence investigated

with the MU (middle and upper atmosphere) radar, and describes a new radar

technique for measuring successive humidity profiles using turbulence echoes. Me-

teorological disturbances are characterized by various parameters, such as wind

velocity, temperature, and humidity which contribute, respectively, to kinetic

energy, sensible heat, and latent heat. Three-dimensional wind velocity can be

observed by the wind profiler radar, while RASS (radio acoustic sounding system)

can provide virtual temperature ([T4,) profiles based on the relationship between 7}

and acoustic speed. RASS is a remote-sensing technique that uses clear air Dop-

pler radar and high-power acoustic transmitters. The former detects the Doppler

shift of the radar echo scattered by refractive index fiuctuations generated by the

propagating acoustic wave. Combining RASS with the MU radar (MU radar-
RASS) allows continuous monitoring of temperature and three-dimensional wind

velocity profiles with time and height resolution of, respectively, a few minutes

and a few hundred meters. In this thesis, we discuss the characteristics of the at-

mospheric turbulence echo revealed through high-resolution temperature profiles

obtained by MU radar-RASS measurement and explain a new radar technique

for measuring water-vapor profiles.

   First, the estimation of the turbulence energy dissipation rate (6) is considered.

Two methods can be applied to estimate e: use ofthe Doppler spectrum width and

the echo power method. The spectral width method requires fewer assumptions

than the echo power method. However, the spectral width is affected by other

factors that cause additional broadening of the spectrum. The correction of these

artificial broadening effects may be comparable in magnitude to the observed

width, especially under strong wind conditions, so a small error in the correction

may lead to alarge error in 6.

   'Ib reduce the error, we developed a method to remove broadening effects by

using multiple radar observation with different radar beam widths. This method

was evaluated with the MU radar under various background wind conditions and

was found to be an effective means of accurately estimating E. Moreover, E derived

by the conventional method after removing the broadening effects from the wind

velocity observation was sufficiently accurate under weak wind conditions.

   Next, we made a detailed comparison of the E obtained using the echo power

and spectral width methods. The two methods have not previously been com-

pared because such a comparison requires simultaneous temperature observations

with a high time resolution that have not been available. High-resolution tem-

perature profiles obtained with the MU radar-RASS was used to estimate E in

both methods. We found that the variation of the turbulent echo power is mainly
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determined by variation in the vertical gradient of the water-vapor mixing ratio.

   This strong dependence of the echo power on the vertical gradient of humidity

was used to develop a radar remote-sensing technique that can be applied to

measure humidity profiles. The differential equation relating humidity, echG

power intensity, and temperature was deduced. The estimation procedure using

the high-resolution temperature profile obtained with the MU radar-RASS was

then developed. Humidity profiles derived from the MU radar-RASS agreed with

simultaneous radiosonde results at altitudes from 1.5 to 7.0 km.

   The remote-sensing technique was then improved to enable continuous mon-

itoring of humidity profiles. This improved method refers to complementary

measurements such as precipitable water vapor obtained through simultaneous

GPS-based measurement. Applying the method, we achieved the estimation of

the continuous time-height distribution of humidity. The MU radar-RASS obser-

vation campaign was carried out for 7 days in July, 1999, and humidity profiIes

were estimated using the method. The time-height structure of radar-derived hu-

midity agreed well with simultaneous radiosonde results taken every three hours.

The radar-derived humidity profiles also revealed short-term fluctuations of 1-

1.5 hours which cannot be monitored through radiosonde measurements. The

radar-derived humidity correlated well with the cloud-top height observed by

meteorological satellite. Moreover, the time evolution of the radar-derived hu-

midity was consistent with the movement and the developing/decaying process

of rain clouds monitored with meteorological radar.

   We hope that the findings of this study will help to clarify the thermodynamics

of mesoscale atmospheric phenomena.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

1.1 Ihropospheric Atmospheric Phenomena
   A major part of the solar radiation reaches the Earth's surface without ab-

sorption by the atmosphere. The tropospheric atmosphere is heated by infrared

radiation from the Earth's surface, and convection transfers thermal and kinetic

energy upward. Especially in the atmospheric boundary layer where the atmcF

sphere undergoes direct infrared heating, active convections often appear and

sometimes reach up to the tropopause under low-stability conditions. These deep

convections are thought to transport minor constituents such as carbon dioxide

between the troposphere and the stratosphere.

   The troposphere is home to most of the meteorological phenomena, such as

fronts and storms, that greatly affect human activities. Tropospheric meteoro-

logical phenomena can be categorized according to their time and spatial scales.

Synoptic phenomena with a horizontal scale ranging from several hundred to

thousands of kilometers play an important role in mid-latitude weather systems.

These phenomena often involve smaller-scale phenomena. Mesescale phenomena

with a horizontal scale ranging from several tens to several hundred kilometers

are especially important because they can bring about severe disasters.

   The behavior of meteorological disturbances is characterized by various pa-

rameters, such as wind velocity, temperature, and humidity, which contribute

to, respectively, kinetic energy, sensible heat, and latent heat. Therefore, pre-

cise measurements of these parameters with good time and height resolutions

are important for studies of meso-scale meteorological phenomena. For example,

upward fluxes of momentum, sensible heat, and latent heat are important for the

study of vertical energy transport, which is closely related with the evolution pro-

cess of a cloud system. However, the detailed structure of meso-scale phenomena

1
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has not been fully analyzed because of a lack of high-resolution observations.

   Wind profiler radars can be used to observe a three-dimensional wind field,

while RASS (radio acoustic sounding system) can provide virtual temperature

profiles with time and height resolutions of several minutes and a few hundred

meters, respectively. Yet, a remote-sensing technique that allows us to observe

humidity profiles with good time and height resolution under any meteorological

conditions has not been developed. One purpose of this study has been to develop

a radar remote-sensing technique to estimate humidity profiles with a good time

and height resolutions.

   In addition, turbulence is an important aspect of atmospheric motion. The

process of vertical diffusion caused by atmospheric turbulence is especially im-

portant to the stratosphere-troposphere exchange. Mrbulence is generated by

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability which is caused by various atmospheric phenomena

such as atmospheric gravity waves and wind shear.

   The turbulence energy dissipation rate (s) is a fundamental atmospheric pa-

rameter that describes turbulence characteristics. s represents the rate of energy

cascading into smaller eddies until the energy is transformed to heat without

any input or output of kinetic energy. This study is also concerned with the

development of ground-base radar remote-sensing techniques to measure E.

   Wind profiler radams have been used to estimate 6 in past studies, but it is still

difficult to obtain a precise estimate of e, especially under strong wind or shear

conditions. Thus, a goal of my research group has been to develop a method to

precisely measure E under any meteorological conditions. In the following section,

the current status of E and humidity measurement techniques is described.

1.2 Current Status of Turbulence Energy Dis-

sipation Rate Measurements

   There are several methods which can be used to estimate the intensity of s.

One technique used to measure e employs the analysis of a power spectrum of ve-

locity fluctuation which theoretically satisfies the -5/3 power law for the spectra

[e.g., thooks et al., 1967]. Since this technique requires very good time and spatial

resolution, it is applied with in-situ wind-velocity measurements made with high-

resolution instruments such as anemometers aboard balloons and aircraft [Chen,

1974; Gage et al., 1980]. Typical values of E obtained through in-situ measure-

ments in the troposphere are summarized in Fig. 1 of Hocking and Mu [1997].

They reported the value of 6 under various meteorological conditions, and these

values are shown here in Figure 1.1. In the earlier studies, IftLng [1966] obtained
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Figure 1.1: Vl)rious in-situ measurements of kinetic energy dissipation rates

in the troposphere [Hockeng and Mu, 1997]. X, e, and O show the results

of Kung [1966], Vinnichienko and Dutton [1969] and Bohne [1981], re

spectively. The line shows the results of Crane [1980]. The shaded areas

represent the results of Chen [1974]. @ and @ are the values of e re-

ported by Lilly et al. [19741 over fiatland/water and mountainous areas,

respectively. The data of Lilly et al. [1974] with and without the overline

indicate, respectively, the average over the whole atmosphere and in only

the turbulent layer. The rectangle indicated by 'L' shows the results of Lee

et al. [1988]. About 90% of their data lay in the black rectangular region.
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s between 6-15 km, and Vinnichenko and Dutton [1969] also reported the results

of their HICAT campaign. Lilly et al. [1974] showed the values of 6 between the

height of 14-18 km, and Chen [1974] reported the value of6 in the three height

ranges. Recent studies have also been performed such as Crane [1980] and Lee

et al. [1988]. Hocking and Mu [1997] also reviewed the severity of 6 as classified

by Vinnichenko and Dutton [1969]. Through their analysis of many turbulence

reports from aircraft, they classified the severity into four categories: 'no tur-

bulence', 'light turbulence', 'moderate turbulence', and 'severe turbulence' with

respective f values of < 3.0 × 10-3, ) 3.0 × 10-3 and < 1.2 × 10-2, ) 1.2 × 10-2

and < 1.0 × 10-i and > 1.0 × 10-i m2sm3.

   It has been realized for decades that s can be measured by atmospheric radar,

which provides the advantage of allowing us to measure turbulence continuously

in space and time without perturbing the medium [e.g., Atlas, 1964]. The wind

profiler radam has often been used to estimate e from the Doppler spectra of

turbulence echoes [e.g., Gage and Green, 1980; Gossard, 1990; Hocking, 1983,

1985, 1996]. Two types of method are generally used to estimate e: one based on

the echo ower and one base on the Doppler spectral width. In the returned-power

method the radar data are analyzed by means of a theory that involves several

more-or-less uncertain assumptions and parameters such as the the radar system

parameters and the volume fi11ing factor of the turbulence [ lhnZandt et al., 1978;

Hocking and MiL, 1997].

   Spectral width methods take advantage of the fact that small air parcels within

a radar range volume show random motion due to turbulence. Therefore, the

Doppler spectrum is broadened around the mean wind velocity, and the Doppler

spectral width can be related to the st･ructure constant of the turbulence velocity.

However, the spectral width is affected by other factors that cause additional

broadening of the spectrum. Since the correction of these broadening effects may

be comparable to the spectral width caused by turbulence, these effects must be

carefully removed from the observed spectral width.

   The values of e obtained by in-situ and the radar methods were compared by

several studies [e.g., Hocking and Mu, 1997; Bertin et al., 1997]. Hocking and

Mu [1997] derived 6 from in-situ and turbulence echo power, and reported broad

agreement in terms of the magnitude and shape between the two sets of s values.

1.3 Current Status of Humidity Measurements

   Water vapor, mostly in the troposphere, plays an important role in the at-

mospheric thermodynamics that transport latent heat through evaporation and

condensation. Although the weight of atmospheric humidity is as small as O.1-
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1% of the total atmospheric weight, the humidity fluctuates considerably and

this fiuctuation is an important driving source of the meso-scale meteorological

phenomena.
   The most common technique for measuring a humidity profile is with a balloon-

borne radiosonde, as is routinely done at meteorological stations around the

world. A radiosonde system consists of a balloon, electronic sensors, and a ra-

dio transmitter. The radiosonde ascends at a speed of about 5 ms-i, measures

pressure, temperature, and humidity, then sends the data to a radioreceiver on

the ground. Note that the radiosonde height is determined by integrating the

measured pressure and assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. The radiosonde's time

resolution is at most a few hours, though it can measure pressure, temperature,

and relative humidity with a height resolution of 30 m with an accuracy of O.5

hPa, O.20C, and 3%, respectively [e.g., Miloshevich et al., 2001].

   Several remote-sensing techniques for observing the humidity profile have been

developed. A multi-frequency microwave radiometer can observe the height dis-

tribution of water vapor and liquid water every 1 rninute, although the height

resolution is at most a few km [e.g., Ware et al., 2001]. Although the radiometer

has excellent time resolution, it is not suitable for the study of severe meteorolog-

ical phenomena because the radiometer data may become inaccurate under rainy

conditions. In addition, calibration using simultaneous radiosondes is necessary to

obtain accurate estimates. Humidity profiles can be also retrieved from radiome-

ter data combined with K.-band Doppler radar measurements of the cloud-layer

height [Stankov et al., 1995] and 449-MHz wind profiler measurements of signifi-

cant moisture gradients [Stankov et al., 1996].

   Differential absorption lidar (DIAL) and Raman lidar can also be used to

observe a humidity profile, although the observation is restricted to the night-time

and under a clear sky, or at least a sky without thick clouds. [e.g., Goldsmith et

al., 1994; Wuijblneyer et al., 1998]. Lidar observation has better time resolution

and wider height coverage than a radiosonde.

   Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers can be used to observe the pre-

cipitable water vapor (PWV) with time resolution of a few minutes under any

meteorological conditions. The GPS provides a compact and calibration-free sys--

tem, and about a thousand GPS receivers have been installed throughout Japan

and are routinely operated by Geographical Survey Institute (GSI) [Migazaki and

Hatanaka, 1998]. In addition, a method of three-dimensional humidity estima-

tion using a number of GPS receivers combined with the tomography technique

has recently been developed [Hirahara, 2000; Seko et al., 2000; Ybshihara et al.,

2001].

   For monitoring a humidity profile with good time and height resolution under
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any meteorological conditions, a new radar remote-sensing technique has been

developed that uses the characteristics of clear air echoes. The volume reflectivity

of turbulence echoes (nt..b) detected with a wind profiler radar is closely related

to the refractive index gradient (M). Moreover, M in the lower atmosphere

largely depends on the height gradient of specific humidity (dq/d2). Then, nturb

can be related to dq/dz [Hocking and Mu, 1997; 71suda et al., 2001]. Using this

correlation, Gossard et al. [1998] estimated a height structure of dq/dz from

radar echoes combined with wind profiler observations. Moreover, Cossard et aL

[1999] retrieved a q profile at altitudes of O.5-2.0 km by incorporating information

on PWV with GPS measurements.
   The q profile at 1.5-10 km was also estimated from MU radar-RASS observa-

tion using the correlation between M and the Brunt Vais51a frequency squared
(N2) [7-lsuda et al., 2001]. Moreover, thrumoto et al. [2002] improved the estima-

tion of q by MU radar-RASS by using simultaneous GPS measurements of PWV

to achieve the more robust estimation under various meteorological conditions.

The detailed description of the estimation with the MU radar will be presented

in Chapter 5 and 6.

1.4 Scope of This Thesis

   This thesis is concerned with the development of a method to estimate tur-

bulence characteristics and humidity profiIes using the MU radar-RASS with the

goal of being able to continuously and simultaneously monitor the wind velocity,

temperature, humidity, and turbulence intensity.

   The structure of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we describe the basic

technology of atmospheric radar - which is the basis of this research - and the

basic principle underlying the turbulence scattering echo. The principle of the

RASS is explained and an outline of the MU radar-RASS system is given. Typical

observation results from the MU radar-RASS are also described.

   Chapter 3 is concerned with a new dual-beamwidth radar method for inferring

the velocity variance due to the turbulence kinetic energy density. As explained

above, the spectral width method for estimating 6 may contain large errors under

strong wind or shear conditions. To obviate these difficulties, our group has

developed a dual-beamwidth method which is less afilected than the conventional

single-beamwidth method by the error of the wind-velocity estimation. We have

tested and compared the dual- and single-beamwidth methods using the MU
radar. Consequently, we found that e can be precisely estimated by using our

method. We also show that the E derived through the conventional observation

method under light wind conditions is sufliciently reliable.
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   In Chapter 4, we compare E obtained by the spectral width and echo power

methods. In both methods, N2 must be measured to estimate 6. We have es-

timated and compared s as determined by the two methods using N2 derived

from a temperature profile with high time and height resolution. We found the

variation of turbulence echo power is strongly dependent on that of the vertical

humidity gradient. In Chapter 5, we describe the development of a radar tech-

nique for determining the height profile of humidity by using the dependence of

the clear air echo power on the humidity gradient in the troposphere. We eval-

uated the accuracy of the estimated humidity by comparing it to simultaneous

radiosonde results.

   In Chapter 6, we explain how the radar remote-sensing technique can be

improved to enable continuous monitoring of humidity profiles. 'Ib achieve con-

tinuous estimation, even under disturbed meteorological conditions, our improved

method refers to complementary measurements, such as the PWV obtained from

the propagation delay of GPS radio signals. We also investigated the correlation

between the radar-derived humidity and the cloud-top height estimated from irra-

diance measurement by satellite. We also discuss a detailed time-height structure

of the retrieved humidity, referring to the horizontal distribution of the rain echo

obtained from a nearby meteorological radar, and focusing on the correspondence

to the passage of rain clouds over the MU radar.

   In Chapter 7, we summa[rize this work and present conclusions.
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Chapter 2

  In this chapter, the basic principle underlying turbulence echo and tempera-

ture observations with the MU radar-RASS is explained. First, the radar equa-

tion of the turbulence echo and basic characteristics of the turbulence echo are

described. The radar methods used to estimate e are then explained, and the

basic principle of the RASS technique, especially the radar equation of the RASS

echo and the ray-tracing of acoustic wavefronts, are described. The RASS devel-

oped for use with the MU radar is described, and examples of the temperature

observation results obtained by the MU radar-RASS are shown.

2.1 Fundamental Characteristics of Turbulence

Echoes

2.1.1 Radar Equation for Turbulence Echoes

  In this section, we review the radar equation for clear air echoes under the

assumption that a radiowave whose power is R is radiated in all directions with

a uniform strength. The power density (R) per unit area perpendicular to the

direction of propagation at a sufficiently distant point from the radar antenna is

                         R= G` 4.P.L 2, (2'1)

where r is the distance between the point and the transmitting antenna and Gt

is the gain of the transmitting antenna. If we consider a target that scatters the

radiowaves in all directions, the density of scattered power (Il,) at a distance of

r' iS

                          i]g=4.R.,2 a･ (2 2)

9
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 We can consider the scattered echo to be received by an antenna whose effective

 area and loss factor is, respectively, A. and L. The received echo power (R) is

 then shown as
                                    RGtAeL
                       A= "RiAeL=16.2.2Tt2' (2'3)
 In the case of mono-static radars r is equal to r'. The universal relationship

between Gt and A. is [Silver, 1951]

                                 4TAe
                             Gt= A,, (2.4)

where A is the radar wavelength. Then, the received echo power (a) can be

rewritten as

                           R-4R.<iL,a･ (2.s)

   Now, consider the scattering due to small fluctuations in the refractive index

(n), which is continuous in space. Assuming that the scattering is due to uni-

formly distributed targets in the radar range volume (V), the volume refractivity

(T), which is the scattering cross-section per unit volume, is defined as

                                  da
                              ij=rt･ (2.6)
For a radar with a circular antenna, V is represented as

                           V-T(rO.)2Ar, (2.7)

where 0. is the one-way halfpower halfwidth of a radar antenna beam and Ar is

the range resolution. Moreover, Probert-Jones [1962] showed that the relationship

between e. and Gt is
                                 Ta                            G, -(It )2, (2.s)

where a is a factor representing the antenna's non-uniformity of illumination.

The radar equation for a uniformly distributed target is then rewritten as

            A-,R.lils2.L,fTdv-,R.l2s2.L,vij-=RT"iie,"rT (2.g)

For turbulence echo observation, the volume refractivity by turbulence (nturb) can

be derived from e.

   However, this discussion is based on the idealized condition that the radar

range volume is fully fi11ed with turbulence. Rather than being continuously

distributed, true atmospheric turbulence is isolated in thin layers that are 10 to
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3o m thick with a vertical spacing of a few ten to a few hundred meters [ VdnZandt

and thncent, 1983; Hocking et al., 1991; Woodman and Chu, 1989]. Thus, we need

to introduce the volume fi11ing factor (F) of turbulence layers within a radar range

volume.
                           nturb=Fnturb, (2･10)
where nturb is the actual volume refractivity caused by turbulence. The exact value

of F is difficult to determine from observations. However, in several studies, F

has been estimated using numerical models. Gage et al. [1980] calculated F

considering the relationship between wind shear and F under a dry atmosphere
condition. Cohn [1995] estimated F using the NOAA Aeronomy Laboratory (!rg

model developed by VVarnock and liZtnZandt [1985] using wind and temperature

profiles from simultaneous in-sittt measurements.
   opt.rb is related to both a three-dimensional spectrum of the refractive index

fluctuation caused by turbulence (q>.(K)) and the wavenumber of turbulence (rc-'                                                                 )

that satisfy the Bragg scattering

                         nt..b=grc20.(k), (2.11)

where K = IK-1. ¢.(rc') attributable to isotropic turbulence can be related to a
one-dimensional spectrum (S(K)) of refractive index fiuctuation as fo                                                         11ows:

                          q>.(K-)- -Killl/i. (2.i2)

Assuming that the energy from the large-scale source cascades to smaller eddies

until the energy is transformed to heat without any energy input or output,

Kolmogorov [1941] and Heisenbe7zg [1948] described S as

                            S(rc) o( K-5/3. (2.13)

Then, using Equations (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13), nt..b is written as

                    n,..b=-(lrc3[lli/i =gilK2s(t{). (2.i4)

While S(K) is described by a structure constant for the refiractive index (C2) as

follows:
                          s(K) r- iliZili'IK-5i3. (2.ls)

Combining Equation (2.15) with Equation (2.14), we obtain

                         nturb=O･38Cn2A'k, (2.16)
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where A = 4T/K.

   Note that an anisotropic specular reflection can also be detected in addition

to the isotropic turbulence scattering by a VHF radar [7-:sttda et al., 1986, 1997].

Thus, the MU radar observes both isotropic turbulence scattering and specular

reflection. From their investigation of the aspect sensitivity of the echo power,

71suda et al. [1986] showed that the echo power rapidly decreases between a

zenith angle of OO and 100. At a zenith angle larger than about 100, the echo

power reaches a constant value, which seems to correspond to the level of the

isotropic turbulence echo. In this study, we used the clear air echoes at a zenith

angle of more than 100 to remove the influence of the specular reflection.

2.1.2 Turbulence

   The refractive index

[Balsley and Cage, 1980]:

Echo Intensity

(n) in the neutral atmosphere is described as fo11ows

n - i = 77.6 × io6 (g + 4sioiill, ), (2.17)

where p (hPa) is the atmospheric pressure, e (hPa) is the partial pressure of

water vapor, and T (K) is the atmospheric absolute temperature. The first and

second terms of Equation (2.17) are called the dry and wet terms, respectively.

The potential temperature (0) can be defined from temperature and pressure.

e corresponds to the temperature at which an air parcel at p is compressed or

expanded adiabatically to a standard pressure (po = 1000 hPa).

e-T(P-')z;iJ,

      p
(2.18)

where R is the gas constant and Cb is the specific heat at a constant pressure, and

R/Clo = O.286 in the lower atmosphere. Note that 0 is a Lagrangian conserved

quantity under adiabatic conditions.

   Brunt Vaisala frequency squared (?V2) is defined as:

N2 dlnO 1               dT
-0 = d. = i(i. +r), (2.19)

where z is the height, g is the gravitational acceleration, and T = g/C?, = 9.80

(K/km) is the dry adiabatic lapse rate. N2 is an index for the vertical stability of

the atmosphere. The atmosphere is statically stable when N2 > O and unstable

when N2 < O.
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   The ratio of the water vapor density to the atmospheric density in a moist

atmosphere is defined as a mixing ratio (q), which is also a Lagrangian conserved

quantity. q is described as

                            q- O.622 e. (2.20)
                                    p
IFlrrom Equations (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20), Equation (2.17) is rewritten as

                                    RR            n - 1 = -77.6 × 10-6 P-e (P-pO)of{1 + 7800 Z(P-pO)oj}･ (2.21)

Then, if we ignore the vertical gradient of p, the vertical gradient of the refractive

index (M) becomes [Ottersten, 1969]

           M = -77.6 . lo-6 ; (Z)iL2 + ls6oog g)iL2 - 78TOO g÷/ ). (2.22)

The fluctuation of refractivity due to turbulence depends on M as well as the

echo power intensity. The variance of n ((6n)2) due to turbulence satisfies the

following equation:

                      (6n)2= EilltTcZ y(ILO tc-5i3drc, (2.23)

where Lo is the outer scale of the inertial sub-range. Then, eg becomes as follows

                        tijI' == s.4sLo-213(6n)2. (2.24)

7-dtarski [1961] investigated the relationship between Lo and (6.)2 to estimate

nturb quantitatively, and derived Cl as follows:

                         C?,;= c2cLg13 M2 F, (2.25)

where <2 is a constant and 6 depends on the turbulence diffusion coefficient (cy1.0).

Many studies have estimated the energy dissipation rate (E) and found the fol-

lowing relationship between Lo, e, and N:

                          L, oc 6i12Ar-312. (2.26)

Combining Equations (2.16), (2.25), and (2.26), a general expression relating the

volume reflectivity for turbulence scattering to the turbulence parameter is given

as

                       opturb =CFs213M2N-2, (2.27)

where C is a constant determined by the radar system parameters.
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2.1.3 Estimation ofe from the Turbulence Echo

   The most commonly used radar methods to estimate g from the turbulence
echo are the returned power and the spectral width methods (both are reviewed

well by Gage and Green [1978] and Hocking [1983, 1985, 1999]). We will explain

the theoretical background of both methods.

   First, we will briefly describe the former, which is also called the echo power

method. As shown in Equation (2.27) 6 is related to nt..b as fbllows:

                         E=DN3M-3ifnurb12, (2.28)

where D == C-3/2F-3/2. In this method, an additional instrument must be used

to accurately determine the detailed time-height variations of N and M. Hocking

and MiL [1997] derived s using this method by measuring the turbulence echo

power and using radiosondes, then compared the e obtained from the turbulence

echo power with those that have been determined in recent years by other tech-

niques. However, as described above, an accurate measure of F is difficult to

obtain and this value directly affects the echo power intensity. With this method,

the ambiguity concerning the variation of F may thus cause a substantial error

in the estimated e.

   The other method for estimating E, the spectral width method, is as fbllows.

Small air parcels within a radar sampling volume show random motion due to

turbulence. Therefore, the radial velocity is the sum of the background wind

velocity at which the turbulence is advecting as a whole and the relative velocity

of the individual parcels. As a result, the Doppler spectrum is broadened around

the mean wind velocity. Therefore, the Doppler spectral width can be related to

s as follows:

                            e= O.5Na,2..b, (2. 29)
where aturb is the spectral width caused by the turbulence. However, other factors

cause additional broadening of the observed spectral width. Three important

types of spectral broadening not due to turbulence have been identified: beam

broadening, shear broadening, and broadening caused by changes in wind velocity

[Hocking, 1983, 1985]. The impact of these types of broadening must be removed

from the observed spectral width (aobs) as follows:

                 at2urb = ao2bs-ac2orr

                       = ao2bs-ab2eam-as2hear-aZave, (2･30)

where a.... is the total broadening and abeam, ashear, and awave represent the de-

viation of wind velocities due to beam broadening, shear broadening, and broad-

ening caused by changes in wind velocity, respectively.
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   Two methods for removing broadening effects have been proposed: one is the

conventional method studied by Hocking [1985] and the other is a more recent

method developed by Nastrom [1997]. In the conventional method, each broad-

ening effect is independently estimated and removed from the observed spectral

width. The detailed expression of each broadening effect is as follows. The beam

broadening can be estimated from the antenna beam pattern and background
wind velocity. Hocking [1985] proposed an approximate equation as fbllows:

                          abeam=-i erl!7}, (2.31)

where I!7, is the horizontal wind velocity. When wind shear is present the wind

velocity changes with height within a radar sample volume. Assuming a constant

wind shear, ashear can be described as

                     ashear =S({3÷/ sm orAr), (2 32)

where {31/i is the wind shear, ctz is the zenith angle of the radar beam, and Ar

is the range resolution. We can then estimate the broadening effect                                                         due to                                                               the
transience of the wind velocity field. The resultant spectral width could spread

due to temporal fluctuations of the wind velocity during the observation. The

transience effects can be written as

                       awave == #dV&etamT, (2 33)

where dvb.../dt is the derivative of the line-ofsight wind velocity and 7 is an

incoherent integration time. The magnitude of a.... is generally smaller than

that of the other two effects and is negligible in the troposphere and lower strat-

osphere [Nastrom and Eaton, 1997]. In the conventional method, the beam and

shear broadening effects are independently estimated. However, there is another

source of broadening which depends on both wind spread and wind shear, and

these effects may become powerful under strong wind or shear conditions. Nas-

trom [1997] proposed a method to estimate beam and shear broadening that

takes these effects into account by using a two-dimensional fan beam model with

an observation region defined by two radii separated by 2e.. The broadening

(abeam+shear) becomes

ab2
eam+sh... = Cll?l [(cos2 au2 + v2) - 2cosasm2au (flE/IR) + sin4a (!ll/÷R) 2] ,

                                                             (2.34)
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where U and V are the horizontal wind components parallel and perpendicular

to the vertical plane of the beam, R is the radar sampling range, and cu is the

zenith angle of the radar beam. Equation (2.34) is an expansion of the exact

expression fbr a fan beam [Nastrom, 1997, Equation (15)] in a power series of 0.2,

ignoring the terms of order e.4 and (AR/R)2, where AR is the range gate width.

All of the quantities on the right side of the equation are known: ctz and R are

the zenith angle and range, and the radar will measure U, V, and dU/dz. Note
that since cM is generally as small as 100, (U2 cos2a+ V2) rw (U2 + v2).

   The same expression holds for a three-dimensional, circular, conical beam,

but with a coeflicient of 1/4 instead of 1/3. This suggests that the functional

form of Equation (2.34) is rather general, although the coefficients depend on the

shape of the observation volume.

   Despite recent progress made using the spectral width method [Cohn, 1995;

Bertin et al., 1997; Delage et al., 1997; Narayana Rao et al., 1997; Gossard
et al., 1998], there are still difficulties. That is, the broadening effects may be

comparable to aturb, especially under strong wind or shear conditions such as

within the jet-stream, and the broadening efEects may also be comparable to a.2b,,

so that the small errors in broadening cause a large error in at2..b as discussed

by I7hLkao et al. [1994]. Indeed, Kherosaki et al. [1996] and Nastrom and Eaton

[1997] found a significant fraction of the at2..b values to be negative and so clearly

in error. Similar errors are surely present in positive values of at2..b, but have

gone undetected. In Chapter 3, we describe a new broadening estimation method

which is independent of the approximations in the model and the error of the

observed wind velocity.

2.2 TemperatureObservationwithRASS
   With normal wind profiler radar, we can observe successive profiles of three

components of the wind velocity, the echo power, and the spectral width with a

high time and height resolution. In addition, by applying RASS, we can simulta-

neously monitor temperature profiles [e.g, May et al., 1989; 71suda et al., 1989].

In this section, we describe the basic principle and the observational procedure

of RASS.

2.2.1 FundamentalPrincipleofRASS

   Figure 2.1 shows the basic configuration of RASS observation. Tiransmit-

ted acoustic pulses from the ground produce refraction-index fluctuations. We

can detect the Doppler shift between the transmitted signal and received echoes
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Figure 2.1: Basic principle of RASS.
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scattered by acoustic wavefronts and determine their propagation speed. In the

actual atmosphere, the apparent acoustic speed (c-s) is the summation of the true

acoustic speed (c-.) and the background wind velocity (T-.).

                            C-s=C-a+V-r･ (2･35)

The acoustic speed (c.) measured by RASS then becomes

                         cs=c'a'n'+v-r''n-', (2.36)

where n' is a unit vector parallel to the radar beam direction. The atmospheric

temperature can be derived as

                            c.=KVIZ, (2.37)

where K is a value which depends on the humidity. In a dry atmosphere we can

describe K as
                K= Kd= Vlli:=2o o47 (. ,-i K-i!2), (2 3s)

where or is the ratio of specific heat, R is a gas constant, and Md is the mean

molecular weight.

   In a moist atmosphere, sound moves slightly faster than in a dry atmosphere,

so Equation (2.37) becomes

                           71 .. (k. )2, (2.3g)

where 7} is the atmospheric virtual temperature which is the equivalent temper-

ature for a dry atmosphere whose pressure and volume are the same as an actual

moist atmosphere with a water vapor mixing ratio of q (kg kg-i). The virtual

temperature is defined as

                         7}-(1+O.608q)T (2.40)

2.2.2 Radar Equation for the RASS Echo

   In this section, we briefly review the radar equation for the RASS echo given

by Marshall et al. [1972]. The geometric configuration is shown in Figure 2.2.

They applied a radiowave echo model of turbulence scattering to the RASS echo

by assuming the following conditions.

   e The atmospheric temperature is constant over the entire height, and the

    background wind is negligible.
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   e The radar beamwidth (e.) is sufficiently smaller than the acoustic beam-

     width.

   e The effects of any distortions of the acoustic wave fronts caused by turbu-

     lence are negligible.

Under these conditions, Marshall et al. [1972] derived the electric field of a RASS

echo at ground level (E.(r-o')) as

                E. (r-o) - Sl?I L eXP(l.' -ig,e!r"On- n) 7i(n E(D dv, (2.4i)

where E(n and 7i(n are, respectively, the electric field and the atmospheric
                                           --+refraction index in the radar range volume, and k. and ke are, respectively, the

acoustic and radio wavenumber.
   Marshall et al. [1972] supposed that the following fluctuation of the refractive

index exists in only a radar sampling volume.

           n(D=(6iaexp(o'kaI'1) .R.-tt3,(l-t';irL,S5.'.41i'`.iR, (2･42)

where A. is the amplitude of the refraction index fluctuation.

   If we assume the radar beam direction is vertical and the returned RASS

echo projected onto the ground does not depend on ipo, we can substitute Equa-

tion (2.42) to Equation (2.41) to obtain

     E. (ro) = ke2E.oRAa y: e' sin edo yg 2" exp [o' k.(- ro sinecos ip)] dip

                                       Lill'.".Ril2 exp[2'(2k, + k.)r]dr (2.43)

            = ke22E.ORAa(Te.2)21ik(ie,reO.er)LR-'.".Rll2exp[2'(2k,+k.)r]dr, (2.44)

where Ji(x) is a first-order Bessel function of the first kind. Note that e. K 1 is

assumed in this equation. E,(ro) is then proportional to Ji(keroOr)/(keroer)･

   The RASS echo intensity (I(ro)) at the point of r-o can be expressed as

                             IEr (ro)l2 Ji (k, roe. )2
                   I(rO) == zb O( kg.ge?zb, (2'45)

where Zo is the characteristic impedance. The radar beamwidth is approximated

well as
                                  1.03
                             er == D.k.-, (2.46)
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Figure 2.2: Geometric configuration for a radar equation representing

RASS echoes. Both radar and acoustic waves transmitted from the ori-

gin have spherical wave fronts. The radar beamwidth is 2e. and a radar

sampling volume located at a range R has a range resolution of AR. A
volume element dv at (r, ip, e) in the sampling volume scatters the radar

waves and produces a RASS echo at (ro, ipo,T/2) [Marshall et al., 1972].

t
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where D. is the diameter of the transmitting antenna. Then, using Equations

(2.45) and (2.46), l(ro) is written as follows:

                   i(ro) - ci(Jiiiog fi/O/DD.r)12, (247)

where Ci is a constant value. The distribution of I(ro) is shown in Figure 2.3.

The echo intensity becomes the halfpower of the peak value, where ro t-v D./2.

The RASS echo at ground level will be circular in shape with the same diameter

as the transmitter antenna. May et al. [1996] confirmed this empirically through

an MU radar-RASS experiment using a single acoustic transmitter. However, in

the actual RASS observation, multiple speakers are frequently used. 7i(ir) with

two acoustic sources located at r;i and rg2, respectively, is

                   7i(" - 7ii(r'- rsu +7ii(r-- rg2), (2.48)

where 7Ti(T-- rth) and 7iS(r-- rg2) are the refractive index fiuctuations due to

each acoustic source. The synthetic electric field of a RASS echo with multiple

acoustic sources is the summation of each electric field when only each acoustic

source is used. Therefore, when a multi-acoustic source is used, each speaker can

cause interference between the RASS echoes.

2.2.3 Ray-tracing ofAcoustic Wavefronts

   In the case of the scattering caused by isotropic turbulence, the Bragg con-

dition is satisfied in any beam direction. However, for the RASS measurements,

refractive index fiuctuations are artificially produced. Therefore, the wavenumber

spectrum consists of only specific components corresponding to the acoustic wave

vector. The Bragg condition with a mono-static Doppler radar can be described

as
                              -- -"                             ka=2ke･ (2･49)
The Bragg condition requires agreement on both the direction and the magnitude

of the wavenumber vectors. We can rewrite the relationship as

                            --                           lkal = 21kel, (2･50)
                            --                            ka // ke･ (2･51)
                                                             -Since temperature generally decreases with height in the troposphere, Ikal in-

creases with height. Thus, for actual observation, an FM chirped acoustic wave

is transmitted whose sweep frequency range is adjusted to satisfy the Bragg con-

dition throughout the observation height range.
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of the RASS echo intensity I. D. is the radar diameter.

       The RASS echo intensity is normalized by Ib, the maximum value of I.
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   On the other hand, the propagation of acoustic waves is strongly affected by

the background wind velocity and acoustic temperature, and this can greatly

modified the shape of the acoustic wavefront. Therefore, the acoustic wavefronts

may not always be perpendicular to the radar beam. Masuda [1988] applied a two-

dimensional ray-tracing model of acoustic wavefronts to investigate the wavefront

shape. They calculated acoustic wavefronts assuming that vertical gradients of

horizontal wind (du/dz) and acoustic speed (dc./dz) are invariable with time.

   Figure 2.4a shows the acoustic wavefronts when u = O ms-i and dc./dz =

.- 2.8 × 10ff3 s-i. The shape of the acoustic wavefront becomes an ellipsoid,

which is symmetrical relative to the z-axis. When diL/dz = 9.0 × 10-3s-i and

dc./dz = -2.8 × 10-3 s-i, the acoustic wavefronts drifted downwind, and the
longer axis of the ellipsoid slanted windward as shown as Figure 2.4b.

   The effective scattering area is now defined as the region where the normal

vector of acoustic wavefronts crosses the antenna surface and RASS echoes can

be detected. Figure 2.5a and b shows the acoustic wavefronts in the effective

scattering area when the wind shear is larger and smaller, respectively, than the

absolute value of the acoustic speed gradient. Note that the acoustic transmitter

is located r meters windward of the radar center.

   When r = O m in Figure 2.5a, the effective scattering area is downwind of

the narrow shape. During strong winds, Figure 2.5b shows the effective area

moves both downwind and windward, but it is narrower than in the previous
figure. In addition, as r increases, the effective scattering region becomes higher

in Figure 2.5b. Thus, we can extend the height range of RASS observation by

directing the radar beam windward. Moreover, when the horizontal wind velocity

is very high (du/dz ) -dc./dz), locating the acoustic transmitters windward of

the radar improves performance.

   In actual observation, three-dimensional ray-tracing of the acoustic wavefronts

is applied to the MU radar-RASS. The group velocity of the acoustic waves is

described as
                              0w clpi
                              ok, = -ZiTt, (2･52)

where ki and w are the wavenumber and the angular frequency of an acoustic

wave, respectively, and pi is the ray point coordinates, Note that i represents

the Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z). Moreover, the acoustic wave must satisfy the

following relationship:

                             dki 0w                                =- . (2.53)
                             dt 0pi xL
We can then numerically solve Equations (2.52) and (2.53) to get temperature

and wind velocity profiles if we assume the temperature and wind velocity of the
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Figure 2.4: Vertical cross-section of acoustic wavefronts calculated every

three seconds by the ray-tracing method. X and Z show, respectively,

horizontal distance and altitude. An acoustic source is located at the

origin. (a) represents the windless condition and dc./dz(< O) is constant.

In (b), dc./dz(l O) and diL/dz is constant [Masuda, 1988].
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Figure 2.5: Vertical cross-sections of the effective backscatter region under

various background conditions. r is defined as the distance between the

center of the radar and an acoustic transmitter placed windward of the

radar. (a) dc,/dz = -2.8× 10-3 s-i, du/dz == 5.6× 10-4 s-i, (b) dc,/dz

= -2.8× 10-3 s-i, du/dz = 5.6 × 10-3 s-i [Masuda, 19881.
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atmosphere is horizontally constant. In actual MU radar-RASS observation, the

beam direction and position of the acoustic source is decided based on the results

of ray-trace calculations using wind velocity profiles obtained by turbulence echo

observation and the temperature obtained from simultaneous radiosonde results.

2.3 The MU Radar-RASS System
   In this section, we describe the MU radar and its incorporation with RASS.

Typical results from MU radar-RASS observation are also examined.

2.3.1 TheMURadar
   The MU radar is a monostatic pulse Doppler radar operating at 46.5 MHz
that has an active phased array system. (Basic parameters of the MU radar are

given in Table 2.1.) The MU radar was completed in November 1984 at the
Shigaraki MU Observatory (36051' N, 146006' E, 375 m MSL) and has been in

operation for 18 years. Its observations have greatly contributed to studies of

various dynamical phenomena in the troposphere, the middle atmosphere, and

the upper atmosphere.

   The peak and average transmitting power of the MU radar is 1 MW and 50
kW, respectively. The shortest sampling interval is 1 pas, corresponding to 150

m range resolution. The active phased array system of the MU radar consists

of a circular array of 475 Yl]Lgi antennas. The one-way halfpower halfwidth of

the radar beam width is about 1.870 when the arrays are fully employed. The

main antenna lobe of the MU radar can be steered within each inter-pulse-period

(IPP) to a direction within a zenith angle of about 300. The step angle for the

zenith and azimuth angles is 1-20 and 50, respectively.

   The antenna array is divided into 25 sub-arrays, and the signal received by

each sub-array can be sent to four independent receiver (RX) channels. Because

of this MU radar's capability, two receiver channels can be used for RASS obser-

vation: one for the normal radar detection of turbulence echoes and the other for

the detection of RASS echoes with the local reference signal appropriately shifted

in order to detect the Doppler spectrum caused by sound waves travelling at the

sound spread near the center of a narrow frequency window.

2.3.2 Signal Processing with the MU Radar

   This section describes the signal processing applied to turbulence echo obser-

vation with the MU radar. Sinusoidal waves generated by an oscillator are mod-
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Table 2.1: Parameters of the MU radar [flLhao et al., 1985, 1990].

Parameter Value

Location

Radar system

Operational frequency

Antenna
  aperture
  beam width
  steerability

  beam directions

  pola[rizations

rllrransmitter

  peak power

  average power
  bandwidth
inter-pulse period

Receiver

  bandwidth
  dynamic range

  IF
  A/D converter
Pulse compression

Shigaraki, Shiga, Japan (34051'N, 136006'E)

monostatic pulse radar;

  active phased array system

46.5 MHz
circular array of 475 crossed Yagi antennae

8330 m2 (103 m in diameter)

cyl.870 (one-way halfpower halfwidth)

steering is completed within the switching time

from receiver to transmitter.

1657; O-300 off zenith angle

linear and circular

475 solid-state amplifiers

  (TR modules; each with output power of
    2.4 kW peak and 120 W average)

1 MW (maiximum)
50 kW (maximum duty ratio is 5%)

1.65 MHz (maximum)
400 pss to 65 ms (variable)

1.65 MHz (maximum)

70 dB

5 MHz
14 bits × 8 channels
binary phase coding up to 32 elements;

  Barker and complementary codes
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Table 2.2: Typical parameters fbr the MU radar observation in the tropo-

sphere and Iower stratosphere.

Turbulence Echo Observation

'Ilrropospheric Mode Stratospheric Mode

range (km)

range resolution (m)

sample range number
inter-pulse period(pas)

sub-pulse length (pas)

pulse compression bit

number of beams
number of RX channels
coherent integrations

number of FFT points
incoherent integrations

observation duration (s)

beam direction
(azimuth angle, zenith angle)

O.15-19.20

      150

      128
      400

        1

        1

        5

        1

       38

      128

        5

       49
 (OO, oo), ( oo,

      ( 18oo,

loo),

loo),

 5.1O-24.15

       150

       128
       400

         1
        16

         5
         1

        38
       128

         6

        58
( 900, loo),

( 2700, 10o)

ulated by pulse compression and transmitted into the atmosphere. The backscat-

tered signal is then detected by the superheterodyne quadrature detector.

   The signal is converted to a digital signal by an A/D converter, and the digital

signal is then integrated to increase S/N. This process is called coherent inte-

gration. The coherently integrated complex signal is further Fourier transformed

to the Doppler spectrum. Then the derived spectrum is incoherently integrated

to make it easier to detect. Finally, the Doppler parameters - the Doppler shift,

spectral width, and echo power - are estimated.

   Consider an example of the Doppler spectra of turbulence echoes derived from

MU radar observation. Table 2.2 shows the typical parameters for turbulence

echo observation in the troposphere and lower stratosphere. The parameters

for both the tropospheric and lower stratospheric mode are similar except for

the pulse code, start range, number of coherent integrations, and number of

incoherent integrations. Figure 2.6 shows a typical Doppler spectrum observed

with the beam zenith angle of 100 at 5.7 km. A signal can be recognized by
the increased broadening around 5 ms-i. Random fluctuations that broaden the

entire frequency range are caused by white noise. The sharp peak around O ms-i
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Figure 2.6: Typical example of a Doppler velocity spectrum observed by

the MU radar at 5 km at 7:34 Ill] on October 13, 2001. The beam direction

was (azimuth angle, zenith angle) = (900, 100). The thick line shows the

result of a least-squares fitting to the Gaussian function.

is caused by ground clutter. The mean noise Ievel is estimated from the Doppler

spectrum. The Doppler parameters are detected by applying least-squares fitting

according to the Gaussian function to the observed spectrum. Note that the

ground clutter is removed before the spectral parameters are estimated. The

derived spectral parameters are used to study the atmospheric phenomena.

2.3.3 The MU Radar-RASS System

   The MU radar-RASS is capable of monitoring a 7b profile and turbulence
echoes from 1.5 km to the near tropopause with an accuracy of 7} within O.5 K

[Matsuura et al., 1986; Adachi et al., 1993; TsiLda et aL, 1989, 1994].
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Figure 2.7: The hyperbolic horn speaker system.

on a wooden frame with casters.

The speaker is mounted

   Three types of acoustic transmitters haye been used for the MU radar-RASS:

a pneumatic transducer with a hyperbolic horn, an electrodynamic loudspeaker

with a standard enclosure, and an electro-dynamic loudspeaker with a hyperbolic

horn. The pneumatic transducer which can produce a transmitted acoustic wave

as strong as 147 dB, allowing RASS echoes to be detected up to 22 km, was
developed some time ago [Matsuura et al., 1986].

   However, ray-tracing results indicated that an acoustic transmitter should

be placed windward of the radar antenna. Under disturbed meteorological condi-

tions, the wind velocity tends to fluctuate greatly causing considerable changes in

the best position for the acoustic source. 'Ib enable continuous observation even

under disturbed conditions, several acoustic sources composed of a loudspeaker

unit and an amplifier were located around the radar antenna. The output power

of a pair of these loudspeaker units was 132 dB. Because of the lower acoustic

power, though, the observation height was limited to below about 8 km.

   Tb monitor temperature throughout the troposphere and the lower strato-

sphere a more powerfu1 speaker system was needed. Thus, an original horn

speaker was designed [Adachi, 1996]. Figure 2.7 shows a photo of the devel-
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oped enclosure. This provided a maximum sound pressure of about 140 dB. A

total of 20 horn speakers were located around the MU radar antenna, as shown

in Figure 2.8, with 14 speakers close to the radar antenna and six other speakers

located 100-200 m west of the antenna. [Adachi, 1996].

  As explained in section 2.2.2, acoustic signals transmitted from multiple trans-

mitters have slightly different wavenumber vectors. Thus, acoustic waves trans-

mitted by different speakers can satisfy the Bragg condition in the radar sampling

volume. However, the received RASS echo could suffer from interference due to

the overlapping of these scattered radiowaves, thus reducing the intensity of the

RASS echoes, if the received radiowaves are not in-phase (see Appendix A.). A

control system was therefore developed that would change the initial phase of the

individual hornpeakers to make the wavefronts roughly in-phase.

  This thesis includes MU radar-RASS data obtained in August 1995, November

1997, and July 1999. The pneumatic transducer and loudspeakers were used in

1995, and the hyperbolic horn speakers were used in 1997 and 1999.

2.3.4 Temperature Measurements with the MU radar-
        RASS

   MU radar-RASS measurement has been carried out for 10 years. In this
section, we look at examples of the temperature profiles obtained during this time.

Profiles of three components of wind velocity and temperature were obtained with

a time and height resolution of 3.6 minutes and 150 m, respectively, over four

days from 3:OO L[I] (hereafter, L[[' means Japan standard time) on August 2 to

OO:OO IJ]] on August 6, 1995. During this campaign, radiosondes were launched

every 6 hours. Figure 2.9 shows successive 71) profiles observed every 3.6 minutes

by RASS with a height resolution of 150 m. The minimum temperature near
the tropopause appeared at about 16-17 km. Although some data points from

above 14 km were missing, we were able to continuously monitor the temperature

structure up to the tropopause. Simultaneous radiosondes were launched at the

times indicated by triangles in the figure. Temperature profiles obtained with

the MU radar-RASS show a small peak at about 8 km, which moved downward
over time. Above 14 km, the amplitude of temperature fluctuation increased,

and short-term fluctuations which could not be detected by the simultaneous

radiosondes were observed.

   The tropopause height (ht,.p) was also determined. According to the World

Meteorological Organization (WMO) definition, this is the lowest height at which

                                                    , and the dT/dzthe temperature lapse rate, dT/dz, falls to less than 2 K km-i

within the next 2 km does not exceed -2 K km'i. Figure 2.10 shows the trop-
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Figure 2.8: The positions of electro-dynamic loudspeakers with the hyper-

bolic horn. The location of each acoustic source is indicated by the black

box.
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                          Temperature
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Figure 2.9: Successive temperature profiles observed every 3.6 minutes

with the MU radar-RASS from 14:47 to 20:53 L[I] on August 5, 1995.

Triangles indicate the times at which radiosondes were launched.

opause height every 3.6 minutes as indicated by the MU radar-RASS. The trop-

opause height showed a very rapid stair-like variation from 15.5 to 17.5 km with

an r.m.s. deviation of O.81 km. Figure 2.11 shows a time-height section of the

transient component of temperature (T') after subtracting the time mean value

over four days. Warm and cold colors correspond respectively to positive and

negative T'. It varied by about 2 K in the lower atmosphere below 8 km, and

there is a clear structure moving downward. At 10-15 km, the amplitude was

smaller, but increased again above about 15 km.

   The MU radar-RASS therefore offers a great advantage in that it enables us

to monitor successive temperature profiles over the entire troposphere and into

the lower stratosphere with high time and height resolution. The high-resolution

temperature data thus obtained will be discussed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.
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Figure 2.10: Time variation of the tropopause height measured with the

MU radar-RASS from O:OO LT on August 5 to O:OO IJ[I] on August 6.
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Chapter 3

for Measuring the Atmospheric
Turbulence Kinetic Energy
Density

3.1 Introduction

   In this chapter we describe a dual-beamwidth radar method for inferring the

velocity variance (at.rb) due to the turbulence kinetic energy density per unit

mass. This method has an advantage in that it is much less sensitive than the

standard single-beamwidth (IBW) method to inherent instrumental correction of

the observed velocity variance, aobs.

   As explained in section 2.1.3, two methods have been used to estimate the

turbulence energy dissipation rate: the echo power and the Doppler spectral width

methods. In the returned power method (the echo power method) radar data are

analyzed by means of a theory that involves several assumptions and parameters

[lxZLnZandt et al., 1978; Hocking and Mu, 1997]. The theory of the spectral width

method requires fewer assumptions, but the observed spectral width is affected

by certain broadening effects. However, these effects are removed by using the

horizontal wind velocity and shear in this method. The difficulty is that large

values for the horizontal wind velocity or shear can make a small error in the

estimation of the broadening effects comparable in magnitude to the observed

width. To obviate these difliculties, the dual-beamwidth (2BW) spectral width

method uses effectively simultaneous observations of nested sampling volumes

with two different beamwidths.

37
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   In general, aobs is related to at..b and a.... as shown by Equation (2.30).

Moreover, Nastrom [1997] described the variance caused by beam and shear

broadening as Equation (2.34). The IBW method consists of evaluating a.2... =
Ub2eam+shear + a3ave by evaluating a.2... = ab2,..+,h... with Equation (2.34) (or a

generalization of it for a more sophisticated treatment of the observation volume),

estimating a.... (which is usually negligible in the lower atmosphere according to

Nastrom and Eaton [1997]), and then subtracting a,2... from a.2b, to obtain at2..b･

   In this chapter, the underlying theory of the 2BW method is explained. The

2BW and IBW methods are then compared using a.b, between 5.0 and 7.5 km
as measured by the MU radar [I!dnZandt et al., 2002].

3.2 Theoretical Development

   VZznZandt et al. [1999] noted that since the dominant terms in ab2,..+.h... are

proportional to e.2, then a.2... also be approximately proportional to e.2. Thus,

if a.2b, is measured simultaneously in nested sampling volumes with two differ-

ent beamwidths, e. and eb (with a and b denoting the narrower and broader
beamwidths, respectively), the two simultaneous equations of Equation (2.29) for
a.2b. can be solved for at2..b and a.2...:

ot2urb =
(ega3b,". - eZa3b.-b)

ac2
err-a,b =

     (e3-ez) '
0Z,b(a.2b,-b - a.2b,-.)

(3.1)

(oz - oz)
(3.2)

This method assumes that the mean value of at2..b is the same in the two nested

sampling volumes. This may be a good approximation if turbulence fi11s the

sampling volumes, but in other cases, such as when the reflectivity is from a thin

layer, the mean values of at2..b may differ. The effect of thin layers of turbulence

is the subject of a separate study.

   The principal advantage of the 2BW method is that it is independent of the
model for a,2... as long as the terms in a.2... that are not proportional to e.2

are negligible or can be estimated. Also, the 2BW method takes into account

ALL beam-broadening processes that are proportional to e.2, whether or not they

are included in ab2...+,h... and aa.... For example, for a three-dimensional pulse

volume there are small terms proportional to V(dV/dz)R and R2(dV/dz)2. Since
these terms are proportional to 0.2, they are implicitly included in a.2.., in this

way.
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3e3 MU Radar Observations in 2000

   During the year 2000, the campaigns were conducted at the MU radar in

February, May and August. In particular, the antenna is divided into 25 sub-

arrays, which during these experiments were configured into three different groups

consisting of 25, 12, and 7 sub-arrays, with 0. of 1.8700, 2.6500, and 3.4600(O.033,

O.046, and O.060 radian), respectively. Each of the 25 sub-arrays consists of 19

Yagi antennas, which were separately phased to form beams towamd the vertical

and toward 100 zenith angles in the cardinal azimuths.

   Spectra for all 15 beamwidth/beam-direction pairs were obtained approxi-

mately every 3 minutes in February and every 5 or 6 minutes in May and Au-

gust. By phase steering between each pulse, observations were made essentially

simultaneously in each of the five directions for the narrow beamwidth. Then

this process was repeated for the medium and the broad beamwidths.

                                              to 3 × 107 in going from   The power-aperture product decreased from 4 × 108
the narrowest to the broadest, so that useful data were typically obtained to 14

km for the narrow beamwidth, about 12 km for the medium, and 9 km for the

broadest. Pertinent radar settings for February, May, and August, respectively,

were: inter-pulse-period = 400, 640, 640 pas; number of Doppler spectral points

= 128, 128, 128; number of coherent integrations == 38, 38, 38; number of inco-

herent integrations = 6, 3, 3; range gate width = 150, 300, 300 m HPFW; pulse

compression bits = 16, 16, 16. o.bs was determined from each Doppler spectrum

by the Gaussian fitting method [Rukao et aL, 1990].

   Results will be given for three time periods in August, May, and February

2000, with small wind speeds (< 10 ms-i) in August, moderate speeds in May,

and large speeds (up to rw 60 ms'i) in February. Since the instrumental correc-

tions given by Equation (2.34) depend on the wind speed and shear, case studies

under such different conditions may illuminate both the IBW and 2BW methods.

3.3.1 Weak Wind Condition on August 10, 2000

   The mean vertical profiles of a.2... and at2..b over the five hours from 7:OO-12:OO

L[Ir are shown in Figure 3.la, b, and c for the IBW method with the 25-group

and in Figure 3.2a, b, and c for the 2BW method for the combination of the 25-

and 7-group pair. The mean horizontal winds during this period were about 11

ms-i at 5 km and decreased steadily to about 2 ms-i at and above 6.5 km with

correspondingly small vertical shears. Thus, above 6.5 km, a,2... was small and

giu,rz.¥,Z･#b.s,gO,E.b.Oihh,`S,e,8.i"til･2k?･fikMh,%n,g,S,:3,ua,Ie,,M.eE2P.d."6k9P.I29.ai:･,S.fgl

negligible, so at2.,b < a.2b,. For the 2BW results there is more scatter among the
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Figure 3.1: Data profiIes for 7-12 I]II] on August 10, 2000, fbr the IBW

method, with the 25-subarrays group. (a) Observed spectral widths a.2b,

in the cardinal azimuths. (b) a.2... for the meridional (North and South)

and zonal (East and West) beams. (c) at2..b == a.2b. - a.2... for the cardinal

azinmths.

beams (due to the greater scatter among the 7-group a.2b,. Values of at2..b the

2BW method are significantly smaller than from the IBW method.
   Figure 3.3 shows time series of at2..b averaged over hour time segments and

from 5.25 to 6.75 km from the IBW method and the 2BW method for both the

25-7 and 25-12 group pairs. The three time series are significantly correlated,

with a maximum correlation of O.91 between results from the IBW and the 2BW

25-7 groups. Winds near 6 km were relatively light (< 10 ms-i) throughout this

period. The mean values of a,2..b during this period ranged up to about O.20

m2s-2 with median values of about O.07 m2s-2 between 6 and 7.5 km. Error bars

showing the standard deviation of a.2b, versus time are plotted only for the north

and east beams, since those for the south and west beams are similar.

3.3.2 Moderate Wind Condition on May 1, 2000
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     Figure 3.2: Data profiIes for 7-12 IL[II' on August 10, 2000, fbr the 2BW

     method, with the 25- and 7-group pair. (a) As in Figure 3.1 except there

     are a.2b. profiles for both the 25-group (left-hand set) and the 7-group

     (right-hand set). (b) and (c) as in Figure 3.1.

   During the period 17:OO-22:OO LT on May 1, 2000, the mean horizontal winds

increased with altitude from about 13 ms-i at 6 km to 19 ms-i at 7.5 km.

Figure 3.4 shows the cardinal-azimuth profiles of at2..b determined by the IBW

method. Figure 3.4 for the 2BW 25-7 groups shows the a,2..b profile only from

the south azimuth (at the other azimuths the 7-group S/IV was too small for

meaningful analysis). The IBW and 2BW profiIes agree very well, except between

6.1 and 6.5 km. During this period typical values of a,2..b between 6 and 7.5 km

were about O.15 m2s-2.

3.3.3 Strong Wind Condition on February 25, 2000

   During the period 17:OO-23:OO LT on February 25, 2000, the mean zonal
winds were strong, with the total horizontal wind increasing from 28 ms-i at

5 km to 58 ms-i at 7.5 km. Figures 3.5a and 3.6a show mean profiles of a.2b,
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Figure 3.3: Time series of at2..b averaged over 4-hour time segments from

23:OO IJ[I] on August 7 to 7:OO IJI] on August 10 and from 5.25 to 6.75 km.

[[bp panel: 25- and 7- group pair 2BW method; Middle panel: 25- and

12-group pair 2BW method; Bottom panel: 25-group IBW method. The
correlation coeflicients between the panels are given on the right.
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Figure 3.5: As in Figure 3.1, but fbr 17-23 IJII] on February 25, 2000.

for the beams in the cardinal azimuths. The east and west or north and south

spectral widths agree very well, but the meridional widths are always larger than

the zonal widths. Since the winds were strong, the values of a.2... shown in the

middle panels of Figures 3.5 and 3.6 are much Iarger than those seen under the

lighter wind conditions shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. In fact, the values of a.2...

are more than half of a.2b, and thus larger than the resulting values of at2..b. In

such a case, relatively small fractional errors in estimation of ab2...+,h,.. with

Equation (2.34) would lead to relatively large errors in a,2..b. In fact, the IBW

values of at2..b are about 25% larger than the 2BW values, which are not subject

to such errors. For both methods the value of at2..b increases slowly with altitude

from 5 to 7 km. For the 2BW method the median values are around O.20 m2s-2.

Above 7 km all determinations of at2..b increase rapidly with height: the reasons

for this pattern are under study.
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but for 17-23 IJT on February 25, 2000.

3.4 ErrorAnalysis
   Error analysis of Equation (3.2) leads to

     A.,2.., = eb2Aao2bss,a, i ee/IAao2bs-b + eie4e32., aec2.,ff,' (Aee,b - Aee.a), (3 3)

where at2..b, a.2b, and Aer are the uncertainties. Clea[rly, using beamwidths as

different as possible (i.e., maximizing eb2 - eZ) will help to minimize at2..b.

  The first term on the right in Equation (3.3) can be approximated by Aa.2b, =

2a.b,Aa.b. 2t 2.8a.3bl,2 with the relationship Au.b, = 1.1 a.b,/T = O.14V65Eg

[ }'2imamoto et al., 1988], where T = 58 and 47 seconds for the February or August

experiment. The Aat2..b/at2.,b due to the first term is about 100% (5%) for the

February (August) experiment.

  As regards the second term, Monte Carlo simulations of the MU radar antenna

pattern show that for 1% element outage, the 25 (7) group Ae,/e. rv O.2 (O.5);

i.e., the uncertainties caused by equipment malfunction do not scale with beam-
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width and therefore will cause a contribution to at2..b. Of course, there may be

other sources of uncertainty of 0.; for example, if the beam is not fi11ed with

homogeneous, isotropic turbulence but is only partially fi11ed by one or more thin

layers, then the effective beamwidth is not necessarily equal to 0..

   The aspect sensitivity is another source of uncertainty of e., because the

effective spectral width becomes smaller than 0.. Since the decreasing rate of

e. generally increase with 0., E with the dual-beamwidth method may become

smaller than the actual value under the strong aspect sensitivity. Estimating the

magnitude of such an effect will be addressed in a future study.

3.5 Concluding Remarks

   A new, dual-beamwidth (2BW) spectral-width method fbr estimating at2..b

from the wind profiler radar observations of Doppler spectral width has been

presented. The principal advantage of the 2BW method over the usual single-

beamwidth (IBW) spectrai width method is that it is only weakly dependent on

the model for ab2...+.h..., since the principal contribution to aU.., is approxi-

mately proportional to e.2. The non-proportional contributions to ab2...+,h,.. as

well as a3..,, are negligible in cases studied here. Moreover, the 2BW method

takes into account ALL beam-broadening processes that are proportional to 0.2,

whether or not they are included in the model for a.2.... Since the 2BW method

involves fewer assumptions than other methods, determinations of at2..b with this

method can be used as a quasi-standard for estimates of at2..b made by other meth-

ods, such as the IBW method. For any method of measuring the turbulent kinetic

energy density - whether remote-sensing or in-situ - a fundamental requirement

is that the observations of turbulent fluctuations not be contaminated by non-

turbulent processes. In the VHF band the principal contaminations are echoes

from horizontally stratified refractivity fluctuations and echoes from aircraft and

meteors. In the present experiment the former were obviated by pointing the

antenna beams toward 100 zenith angle and the latter were largely eliminated

by standard quality control procedures. The dual-beamwidth method can be
used at any radar frequency, but at higher frequencies the echoes are often con-

taminated by scatter from particulates such as hydrometers, insects, and birds.

Uncontaminated turbulent echoes can be extracted by identifying the particulate

echoes using simultaneous observations by UHF- and S-band radars, as shown

by Gage et aL [1999]. Moreover, VitnZandt et al. [2000] demonstrated that such

dual-frequency data can be used to measure s. If the two radars have different

beamwidths as well as different frequencies, then simultaneous measurements of e

and at2..b could be used to test the theoretical relation between 6 and at2..b. Case
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studies of comparisons between results found using the IBW and 2BW methods

at the MU radar indicate the fo11owing:

   e During light wind conditions in August, the profiles of at2..b from the two

    methods agree very well. Thus, IBW method removing the broadening
    ef]iects from wind velocity seems to have suficiently good accuracy under

    weak wind condition.

   e As wind speed increases, the agreement between the two methods degrades,

    so that, for winds larger than about 30 ms-i February, the IBW at2.,b are

    about 25% larger than the 2BW results. Because the 2BW makes fewer
     assumptions it is reasonable to attribute the observed differences to errors

    in the IBW model.

   e For the 2BW method, typical values of at2..b in the altitude range from 6.0

    to 7.5 km increase from about O.07 m2sm2 in August with winds of rv 2 ms-i

    up to about O.20 m2s-2 in February with winds between about 30 and 60

       -1    ms .
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Chapter 4

Characteristics of the

Turbulence Energy Dissipation
Rate and the Effect of Humidity
on Turbulence Echo Power

4.1 Introduction
  In this chapter, we compare the turbulence energy dissipation rate (e) obtained

using the radar echo power and the Doppler spectral width methods. In the
spectral width method, e is derived from Equation (2.29) as follows:

                        6=O.5Nat2..b. (4.1)

However, the spectral width is affected by other factors that cause additional

broadening of the spectrum. This additional broadening must be carefully re-

moved from the observed spectral width.
  On the other hand, the echo power method is based on the relationship be--

tween nturb, E, M, and N from Equation (2.28) as follows:

                      e = DN3M-37njiE :s3..b 12. (4.2)

A detailed time-height variation of N2 and M must be accurately estimated when

this method is used, and F must also be estimated.

  The values of 6 provided by these two methods have been compared by several

studies [Cohn, 1995; Narayana Rao et al., 1997; Delage et aL, 1997; Bertin et

aL, 1997; Gossard et al., 1998]. Cohn [1995] derived s for the two methods by

49
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combining data from the Millstone Hill UHF radar and from CLASS soundings

launched approximately 25 km away and found some similarity in the magnitude

and shape of the two sets of e values, which ranged from 10-6 to 10-i m2s-3.

In these earlier studies, temperature profiles from nearby radiosondes were used

to derive N, under the assumption that N would not vary greatly during the
balloon flight (3 to 6 hours long).

   We also discuss the s values obtained from N2 profiles estimated through

RASS observations. The MU radar-RASS campaign was carried out on August

2-6, 1995 and both radar echoes and 7} values were obtained with good time

resolution. During the campaign there was a small background wind. The con-

ventional single-beamwidth spectral width method was adapted to remove the

broadening effects because the estimation error is suMciently small under weak

wind conditions as was shown in Chapter 3. In this chapter, we present character-

istics of 6 and the effects of humidity on nt..b according to the result of RMrumoto

et al. [2001].

   We will begin by comparing the accuracy of N2 values obtained from the

RASS temperature profiles to the accuracy of values derived from data provided

by radiosondes launched from the radar site. The 6 values obtained by the two

radar methods are evaluated using the N2 obtained by RASS. The main factor

that determines the echo-power intensity is also considered.

4.2 MU Radar-RASS Campaign during Au-
       gust 2-6, 1995

   The MU radar-RASS campaign was carried out during August 2-6, 1995.
The observation parameters are summarized in Table 4.1. Three components of

wind velocity and temperature were acquired every 3.6 minutes for nearly four

days, from 3:OO L[I] on August 2, 1995, to OO:OO VI" on August 6, 1995. Both

wind and RASS echoes were observed in three height ranges: 1.20-10.65 km,

4.80-14.25 km, and 10.80-20.25 km. The acoustic frequency range was adjusted

taking into consideration the changes in atmospheric temperature to satisfy the

Bragg condition in each height region. The IPP, sub-pulse length, and pulse

compression code were appropriately modified as shown in Table 4.1. Five radar

beam directions were used for RASS observation, (azimuth angle, zenith angle)

== ( 3150, 100), ( 3300, 100), ( 3000, 140), ( 3150, 140) and ( 3300, 140), which

were found to be suitable based on a ray-tracing of acoustic wave-fronts.A cycle

of two wind and three RASS observations were repeated, and the total duration

for a single cycle of measurements was 3.6 minutes.
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Table 4.1: Observation parameters of the MU radar-RASS measurement

for August 2-6, 1995.

MU radar

height range (km)

IPP (pas)

sub-pulse length (pas)

number of beams
number of receiver channels

coherent integration

tlme serles

incoherent integration

1.20-1O.65

     412
       2
       5
       2
      30
      128

       5

4.80-14.25

      404

       2
       5
       2
      28
      128

       5

10.80-20.25

      416
        2
        5
        2
       24
      128
        5

acoustic source

transmitter

waveform
pulse length (s)

pulse interval (s)

repetition period (s)

chirped frequency (Hz)

number of pulses

loudspeaker

      CW

   3.0
85-115

 pneumatic transducer

               pulse
   O.4 (1.20-IO.65 km)

   O.4 (4.80-14.25 km)

  O.5 (10.80-20.25 km)

                 10

85-115 (1.20-10.65 km)

93-103 (4.80-14.25 km)

87-97 (10.80-20.25 km)

                  4
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   For investigating the characteristics of turbulence, the turbulence echo re-

ceived by the radial wind velocity channel of the RASS mode pointed to (3000,

140) was used because the wind observation with a beam pointed at a zenith

angle of 80 is insufficient for removing the infiuences of specular echoes.

   During this campaign, a total of 17 radiosondes were launched every 6 hours

at 3:00, 9:OO, 15:OO and 21:OO LT and obtained profiIes of virtual temperature,

pressure and humidity. Radiosonde data was sampled every 2 seconds, and the

original height resolution is about 10 m. The radiosonde data were averaged for

the altitude of 150 m in order to make them compatible with the radar data.

4.3 Background Meteorological Conditions

   We here describe the basic meteorological conditions during the MU radar-

RASS observation. The mean profile of eastward (zt), northward (v) and vertical

(w) wind velocities measured with the MU radar are shown in Figure 4.1. The

amplitudes for vertical wind are magnified by a factor of 10 for clarity. Both u

and v were fairly small, since the jet stream was very weak. Below about 10 km,

v was as small as -4-O ms-i and u was generally stronger than v, so the wind

direction was nearly eastward. However, it became southward at about 15 km.

Throughout the entire height range, w was fairly small. These results indicate

calm meteorological conditions.

   From the temperature gradient of the RASS profiIes, N2 was derived. The
accuracy of N2 by the MU radar-RASS was examined. Since RASS provides the

virtual temperature, which includes the effects of moisture, Atmospheric virtual

temperature was calculated by using the humidity data from radiosondes.

   The left panel of Figure 4.2 shows a typical profile of N2 with the MU radar-

RASS (A(ftAss) and radiosondes (AI2..d.). It normally takes about two hours for

a balloon to reach 22 km, the maximum height range of the RASS observation.
Accordingly, AIkAss was averaged fbr two hours in this comparison. The error

bar indicates the standard deviation of A(kAss, representing temporal variations

of N2. Most of AI3..d, is within the error bar. These deviations seemed to be

caused by natural variability, though in the lower altitudes some exceeded the

standard deviation of ACkAss. Below 8 km the fluctuation in N2 existed with a

dominant vertical scale of about 2 km, and an amplitude of 1.0 × 10-4 s-2. The
distinct peaks of N2 can be seen at 4 km and 7.5 km Between 8-13 km the values

gradually decreased, but they increased sharply above 13 km near the tropopause.

   The right panel of Figure 4.2 indicates a profile of the normalized discrepancy
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Right panel shows a profile of the normalized discrepancy. The averaged

value throughout the observation height is O.21.

defined as
                      iCli).li = INk"SA'ei.,ag. Ondel (4 3)

Fluctuations in the normalized discrepancy were large around 13 km correspond-

ing to the small N2. Ifurther, AN2/AX3..d. averaged in the four height ranges

(1.7-5.8 km, 5.9-10.0 km, 10.1-14.2 km and 14.3-18.4 km) was calculated from

the data of 12 radiosondes as shown in Table 4.2. The mean AN2/A13..d. is about

O.2, except between 10.1-14.2 km, where a Iarge discrepancy exists that may be

caused by the small N2 values there.

4.4 Profile of e with Echo Power and Spectral

       Width Methods

   In this section, we evaluated E from both the spectral width and the echo

intensity and compared the characteristics of E by fbcusing on the agreement.
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Table 4.2: Averaged AAr2/N,2..d. for 12 radiosondes in four height ranges.

HeightRange[km] AN2/AI?..d,

  1.7 - 5.8

 5.9 - 10.0

10.1 - 14.2

14.3 - 18.4

O.19

O.21

O.38

O.21

the spectrum parameters: echo power, Doppler velocity and spectral width were

determined by applying a least squared Gaussian fitting method to the observed

spectrum in this analysis. However, the accuracy of the Gaussian fitting is firstly

confirmed compared with an alternate estimation of directly calculating the spec-

tral moments.

   Figure 4.3 shows a single profile of S/N and spectral width obtained by the

Gaussian and moment methods at 10:12 L[[" on August 4, 1995. The spectrum

parameter was averaged for 30 minutes to smooth out small-scale variations.

Below 7 km, fluctuations in S/N in the Gaussian method show a dominant vertical

scale of about 1 km, where S/N ranged 5-25 dB and distinct peaks were seen at

5.7 km, 6.3 km and 7.6 km. Between 7-9 km S/N suddenly decreased, and above

9 km it gradually decreased. S/N profiles were consistent for the two methods,

except for the fact that the peak values at 5.7 km, 6.3 km and 7.6 km had slightly

smaller values for the Gaussian fitting.

   The aspect sensitivity of clear air echoes were also confirmed. The ratio of

echo powers pointed at a zenith angle of 140 to that of the vertical beam was

calculated. The averaged ratio value along the altitude becomes more than -13

dB. Consequently we assumed that the influence of the specular reflection in the

clear air echoes at the zenith angle of 140 is suMciently attenuated enough to be

neglected.

   The spectral width estimated by the Gaussian method was large below 5 km

and above 13 km, and ranged between O.6 and 2.0 ms"i except for a notable

peak of 2.1 ms-i at 5.3 km. The estimated spectral width was larger by the

moment method by about O.2 ms-i, although the height structure displayed good

agreement. Although the results from both methods showed slight differences, a

good correlation was seen.

   It is noteworthy that the spectral width became small at the altitudes with

large S/N in Figures 4.3. This anti-phase relation between the spectral width

and S/N is puzzling, since a positive correlation would be expected considering
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Figure 4.3: Profiles of S/N(left) and spectral width (right) at 10:12 IJT on

August 4, estimated by Gaussian and the moment methods shown by the
solid and short-dashed lines, respectively.

Equations (4.1) and (4.2) on e. That is, if e, representing the turbulence intensity,

is the dominant factor in these relations, a positive correlation between the spec-

tral width and S/N could be expected. The analyzed results suggest that other

factors, e.g., the relative magnitude of M2/N2 and N, determine the structure of

the profiles.

4.4.1 Profile ofe from Spectral Width

   Now e from the spectral width is derived. Firstly, relative magnitudes of

the broadening effects is discussed in comparison to the observed spectral width.

aobs can be expressed as a convolution of each spectral width. Provided that the

spectra due to both turbulence and the broadening effects can be approximated by

a Gaussian distribution, the spectral width by the turbulence, aturb is expressed as

Equation (2.30). Because the horizontal wind velocity was small throughout the

campaign, the convensional single-beamwidth method was adapted to estimate

the broadening effects, whose error is small under weak wind condition.
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   Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show instantaneous profiles at 10:12 IJI] on August 4, 1995

and 21:58 IL[I] August 3, 1995, respectively. In Figure 4.4 the observed spectral

width fluctuates widely from O.7 to 1.3 ms-i. The beam broadening has an almost

constant value of about O.3 ms-i. Although the shear broadening was sometimes

enhanced, its maiximum was limited to O.5 ms-i. Throughout the altitude range,

the shea[r broadening was much smaller than the observed spectral width. As a

result, the corrected spectral width ranged between O.6-1.3 ms-i and displayed

roughly the same structure as the observed spectrum. Note that the volume
reflectivity at the zenith angle of 140 (77it44) becomes large between 7-8 km, where

the observed spectrum becomes narrow, showing the anti-correlation between

otu.b and i7itli4･

   In Figure 4.5 the observed spectral width is as small as O.7 ms-i between 7-8

km. The beam broadening effect was not so variable, but the shear broadening
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4.4.2 Profile ofs from Echo Power

   Next, E from the echo power method was derived as shown in Equation (4.2)

by using N2 derived from RASS temperature profiles, ntu.b from echo power

at the zenith angle of 140 and M from the RASS temperature and humidity
profiles taken by radiosonde. Because of the lack of a calibration system fbr

the amplitude of echo power and the precise value of the noise level, accurate

equivalent noise temperature (7M}) and the loss factor of the receiver (L) values

could not be estimated, so we used a typical value from a map of cosmic noise for

the MU radar [Maeda and Maeda, 1991]. The parameters to derive the absolute

echo power intensity is shown in Table 4.3.

   As described in section 2.1.3, turbulence in the free atmosphere is not station-

ary with time and nonhomogeneous in space, and the turbulence tends to have

a layered structure. Therefore, turbulence does not exist within the whole radar

sample volume. Although it is diflicult to derive an accurate estimate of a vol-

ume fi11ing factor, F, the simplest estimation of F can be obtained by assuming
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Table 4.3: Local Parameters.

Parameter Value

Equivalent Noise Tbmperature (7-l,) 5000K

Loss Factor (L) O.9
Efliciency of Radar Antenna 1

a single turbulent layer in the radar sampling volume, where the Iatter is inferred

by a two-dimensional Gaussian model of zenith angle and range. Then, F was

calcurated for various cases while changing the location of the turbulence layer

within the range and found that the average value of F is about O.12.

   For deriving M in Equation (2.22), we use RASS temperature profiles and

humidity profiles from radiosondes launched every 6 hours, where the latter is

appropriately interpolated. A mean profile of s from echo intensity is shown

in Figure 4.7. E averaged for three days greatly fluctuates firom 6.0 × 10-5 to

2.0 × 10-3 m2s-3. The averaged 6 increased with height below 7 km, became
constant, and then decreased above 9 km. Daily mean profile fluctuations were

Iarger than the 3-day mean. The detailed structure of each of the three daily

profiIes does not show a definite correlation between them.

4.4.3 Comparison ofe from Both Methods

   Levels of s from both methods are roughly on the same order, which seems
to reflect the property of the factors F and L, which we used in the deriveration

of E from the echo power. However, their characteristics are much different. It is

found that the e from the echo power significantly fluctuated, while that from the

spectral width did not. The daily mean profiles of 6 by the echo power method

had much larger fluctuation. Moreover, large fluctuations were observed between

daily profiles. However, daily averaged profiles of E from the spectral width had

no large changes, and their daily fluctuations were not so Iarge.

   The 6 from both methods did not agree. Since the background wind during

this campaign was ideal for the estimation of e, the spectral width method seems

to be more reliable than the echo power method. We now discuss the reason for

the large fluctuations of e with the echo power method.

   We specified the main factor of echo power for investigating the correlations

among i7iti4, N2, and M2, which are related by Equation (4.2). Temperature pro-

files with RASS and humidity profiles with radiosondes is necessary to derive M.

Therefbre, the radar data was selected at the corresponding time and height to

the ascending radiosonde and calculated 77itzi4, N-2, and M2. Figure 4.8 shows
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Figure 4.7: The same as Figure 4.6 except s is from echo intensity.

profiles of 77itz4, N-2, and M2. There are fluctuations in 77iti4 with a vertical wave-

length of about O.5 km. The outline of 77itZ4 maximes at 7 km, and between 8-9
llll,71]'Efi,ggCg,egS,ZS,rP.?Elil.`2,ZS.:M,.:'Lfathl/;"S.ke,?･XZO,f,2h.e,,M.9if.i,M.":il,Yaig"-8:,".bf,VSi?

mff213. While N-2 fluctuates with altitude, but the amplitudes of the fiuctuations

are small, and the maximum value of N-2 is less than thirty times the minimum

value. Above 8 km, a rapid decrease is not recognized, as in the profile of ntt4.

   We can see a very sharp decrease of M2 at 5.5 km, 6,8 km and 7.9 km.

However, the general outline of the profile decreases with altitude. A sharp
decrease can also be found above 8 km. Although the minimum value of N-2

and the peak of M2 is seen at the same altitude of 7.4 km, any such strong
correlation between the variations of them cannot seen. This result suggests that

M2 is not primarily infiuenced by N2 but probably by variations in humidity.

M2 has sharp decreases at 5.5 km and 10.0 km, which could be caused by the

horizontal difference between radar and radiosonde observations.

   The profile of M2 with 77it2i4 was further compared. M2 ranges between 10'i5

and 10-i8 mm2, except for the sharp decrease of M2. This fluctuation is signifi-
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  We further estimated the effects of the dry air and humidity for IMI with

radiosondes positioned side-by-side. M is shown as Equation (2.22), and the first

term of Equation (2.22) indicates the dry air term, while the second and third

terms show the infiuences of q and dq/dz, respectively. Figure 4.9 shows the

ratio of the absolute magnitude of each term to IMI from a typical summer and

winter sounding at 21:08 IJIi on August 2, 1995 and at 2:47 IJI] on November

1, 1997, respectively. Note that the magnitude of M (IMI) generally decre4ses

exponentially with height at high altitude, because it is proportional to p/T, i.e.,

atmospheric density.

   The left panel of Figure 4.9 indicates that in a moist atmosphere below about 6

km and 3.5 km in summer and winter, the third term (c in Figure 4.9),                                                          depending
on dq/dz, is the 1argest, giving 70-90% of iMl. As a result, M is mostly negative

in these height ranges, because q generally decreases with altitude                                                        except near
the bottom of a cloud. The first (dry) term (a in Figure 4.9) becomes dominant

in a layer with small q, which can be recognized more evidently in the winter

case. The contribution by the second term due to q (b in Figure 4.9) is                                                            usually
less than 10%, although it is sometimes significant in the planetary boundary

layer. To summarize, the height structure of M is mainly determined by dq/dz

in a moist layer, therefore, the profile of M is expected to correlate highly with

that of dq/dz.

   To derive M in this analysis, we used the moisture profiles measured by

radiosondes launched every 6 hours and interpolated the variation of humidity

within the interval between launches. In the actual atmosphere, the spatial and

temporal distributions of humidity are complicated and fluctuate significantly.

Radiosonde observations cannot detect rapid variations in humidity when the

humidity distribution fiuctuates drastically within a period shorter than a few

hours.
   In this case study, the result strongly suggests that 77it2i4 mainly depends on the

structure of M, which is mainly determined by the humidity gradient. Accord-

ingly, the detailed information of the humidity structure is essential for determin-

ing e from the turbulence echo power. As a result, we can conclude that the echo

intensity is mainly affected by the humidity gradient, not by 6 in the wet season.

   Finally, we considered the effects of humidity on the anti-correlation between

the spectral width and ntt4 in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. From Figures 4.2, 4.4 and

4.5, we can observe that both N2 and 77it44 tend to be enhanced between 7-8

km, while aob, shows the opposite structure, that is, it is depressed between 7-

8 km. M largely depends on -dq/dz in a moist atmosphere. We also found
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empirically that -dq/dz correlates well with N2. The physical meaning is not

fu11y understood, but it seems to be related to the energy exchange between latent

heat and sensible heat. As such, M becomes approximately proportional to N2.

Now Equation (4.2) is rewritten as

                           nt..b oc E213N2. (4.4)
If E is constant along altitude, as analyzed in Figure 4.6, at..b becomes smaller

when N2 increases (Equation (4.1)). On the other hand, Equation (4.4) suggests

an increase in nt..b. Thus, the anti-correlation between the aturb and i7itli4 profiIes

in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 could be explained by the effects of N2 on these parameters,

giving opposite contributions to their magnitudes.

   For a deeper study into the matter, we should investigate the case when

the influence of humidity becomes small in the winter season and determine the

dominant factor that determines turbulence echo power.

4.5 Temporal Variation of Energy Dissipation

Rate
   We studied the time variation of E from both methods and the parameters
used for the derivation of e to investigate the main factor determining e. In this

analysis, the values was averaged for about 11 minutes and 450 m to clarify the

variation and to exclude rapid variations from the detailed structure.

   Figure 4.10 shows the time variations of at2..b, N, and E estimated by spectral

width for about 18 hours at about 9 km. The time variation of IV had smaller

ggx.t.",at8?".g.`e,a",,aZ.unbfi.:,gprSx,el,fzol},.u,?u,rg.?.:g,,N,,flxgw.ag.2fl,w,`g?s,go?.Iilj."a.nX

the other hand, from a comparison between E and N, any significant correlation

could be found. Therefore the temporal variation of s with the spectral width

method is mainly determined by that of at2..b in this case study.

   In calm conditions, the conventional derivation supposing a constant N is a

good approximation for the estimation of e from spectral width. We investigated

the accuracy of the conventional derivation, comparing the two e values using a

constant N and IV with RASS observation. We calculated the percentage differ-

ence between them and averaged it for 18 hours. The difference averaged over 18

hours is 16%. These results were obtained in calm meteorological conditions such

as the summer time in Japan. However, in a disturbed condition, the variation

of N is often large, causing the influence of N to become Iarge in such condition.

   Next, we investigate the temporal variations of e from echo power and the

parameters used for the derivation. From Equation (4.2) e is proportional to
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Figure 4.10: Profiles of e with the spectral with (thick solid), at2..b (solid),

and N (short-dashed) between 16:OO M] on August 3 and 10:OO IJT on
August 4. The vertical axis is scaled logarithmically and its extent is 103.

nt..b312, N3, and M-3. Figure 4.11 shows the temporal variation of 6 with the

echo intensity method, i7it2i4312, and N3. The vertical extent of Figure 4.11 is 107,

which is broader than that of Figure 4.10. Figure 4.11 shows a good correlation
between the small-scale fluctuations of e from echo power and 77it44312. M-3 is

anti-correlated with the long period variations in i7iti4312. So the large-scale trends

of s are cancelled out by those of M-3, which have a negative correlation to 77iti4312.

   A small-scale fluctuation in M-3 cannot be seen. For the derivation of M we

used the humidity information interpolated from radiosonde data launched every

6 hours. Considering that humidity is the main factor determining M below the

middle troposphere, and humidity seems to greatly fluctuate in the short period

in the wet season, the lack of small-scale fluctuation of M-3 is caused by the lack

of detailed humidity information.

   We compared e values obtained from both methods. The range of e from echo

intensity is wider than that of e from spectral width. Moreover, the fluctuations

were quite different, and there was no significant correlation between them. This

result agrees with that of the comparison of the profiles in the previous section.

In this analysis, we assumed that E from spectral width, which can be derived
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         2 (solid), and M-3 (short-dashed). The extent of

by only radar data, is correct. However, 6 from echo intensity has much larger

fiuctuations than E flrrom spectral width. In Figure 4.11 the large fluctuations of e

from echo power are mainly influenced by 7itM43/2. Because of the lack of detailed

humidity information, which is the main factor of M, we cannot represent the
detailed variation in M. The temporal variation of i7it44312 is ideally cancelled out

by the variation of M-3, which is as large as that of i7it2[4312, and the variation of

e from echo power should become as small as that for e estimated with spectral
width. However, the small-scale fiuctuations of 77iti4312 are not actually cancelled

out by M3 because of the lack of temporal resolution in the humidity, although

both of the large-scale trends are cancelled.

4.6 ConcludingRemarks
   We evaluated s obtained from two methods, using the high-resolution N2

with RASS. The MU radar-RASS campaign was carried out during August 2-6,

1995. We acquired three components of wind velocity and temperature every 3.6

minutes for almost four days from 3:OO LT on August 2, 1995, to OO:OO L[[i on
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 August 6, 1995.

    During the campaign, u, v, and 2v were fairly small throughout the entire

 height range. This result indicates that the basic meteorological condition dur-

 ing the campaign was calm. We ascertained the accuracy of N2 by the MU
 radar-RASS and compared it with the radiosonde result. Most of the error in
 N2 between them was within the natural variations of N2. The normalized dis-

 crepancy was about O.2 except between 10.1-14.2 km.

    Next, the accuracy of the Gaussian fitting method was examined by com-

 parison with another estimation using the moment method. A good correlation

 between the height structures of both methods was observed, although there are

 slight differences between the results of the two methods.

   The adequate zenith angle for extracting only the turbulence scattering was

 also discussed. Because the beam of the wind observation steered at the zenith

angle of 80 is insuflicient for removing the influences of specular echoes, we used

the turbulence echo received by the radial wind velocity channel of the RASS

mode at the zenith angle of 140 for studying the characteristics of turbulence.

We aspect sensitivity between the beams pointed at a zenith angle of 140 to that

of the vertical beam. The averaged ratio value along the altitude became more

than -13 dB. So we assumed that the influence of the specular reflection in the

clear air echoes at the zenith angle of 140 is suficiently attenuated enough to be

neglected.

   The profiles of e from the spectral width and from the echo power were com-

pared. For the derivation of e from the spectral width, we first discussed rela-

tive magnitudes of the broadening effects in comparison to the observed spectral

width. The observation conditions were ideal for calculation of 6 from the spectral

width because all of the three broadening effects were small.

   We found that s from spectral width is mainly determined by the spectrum

width, and the influence of N2 is relatively small. On the other hand, s from

the echo power method shows fairly large time variations. We investigated the

correlation among 77iti4, e, and N2, and found that the correlation between ntt4 and

s is significant. On the other hand, it seems that time variation of e is not greatly

infiuenced by N2. Although e values from both methods are roughly on the same

order, their statistical characteristics are fairly different. We suspect that E from

echo power is inaccurate because the term M in the calculation of 6 is mainly

determined by the humidity gradient, whose detailed temporal variations were

not known.

   The time variations of 6 obtained from both methods were also discussed. An

obvious correlation between s from spectral width and at2..b was seen, while a

correlation between e from spectral width and N was not found. Consequently,
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the conventional derivation supposing a constant N would not be a bad approxi-

mation for this campaign. We thus investigated the accuracy of the conventional

derivation. The error between 6 utilizing a constant N and A(RAss averaged for

18 hours is about 18% at 9 km. In the disturbed condition, we can assume that

the short-term variation of N becomes large, so the specific variation of IV may

have an influence on E in such conditions.
   A comparison of the temporal variations of e with echo power, Mm3, and 77itli4312

showed that M-3 has no detailed fluctuation as in the case for 77itli4312 because the

detailed humidity information was not known. s from echo power has no large-

scale trend because the trends of M-3 and 7iit2i4312 have a negative correlation.

While, 6 from echo power has a small-scale fluctuation effected by ptt4312 because

of the lack of the small-scale fiuctuation in M.
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Chapter 5

Humidity Profile Estimation
Using Turbulence Echo
Characteristics

5.1 Introduction

   The previous chapter explained that the turbulence echo power in moist re-

gions depends strongly on M, which in turn is mainly determined by dq/dz.

Using the strong dependence of nt..b on dq/dz, a radar technique that can be

used to determine a height profile of q in the troposphere has been developed.

   As Equation (2.28) shows, nt..b depends mainly on M, N2, s. Because N2

and s can be estimated from, respectively, a RASS temperature profile and the

Doppler spectral width of turbulence echoes, a linear relationship between n and

M2 can be derived where a proportional constant should be calibrated by referring

to a simultaneous radiosonde measurement.

   On the other hand, M below about 10 km depends mainly on dq/dz, and
secondly on T and p (see Figure 4.9). Radar returns can therefore be used to

estimate the heat and moisture fluxes [Gossard et al., 1982]. The strong correla-

tion between nt..b and dq/dz was shown by compa[ring observations made with
wind profiler radars and radiosondes [Tsuda et al., 1988; Hocking and Mu, 1997].

Using the strong dependence of M on dq/dz, the height structure of dq/dz was

inferred from radar echoes observed with a wind profiler operating at 449 MHz

[Gossard et al., 1998]. Ifurther, a profile of g at altitudes of O.5-2.0 km was re-

trieved by incorporating information on PWV with GPS measurements [Gossard

et al., 1999]. The purpose of the study discussed in this chapter was to develop

a radar technique for monitoring the q profile at 1.5-10 km that would use the

71
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turbulence echoes occurring in a non-precipitating atmosphere.

   First, we discuss the basic equation of opt..b in terms of e, N2, and M2. Then,

we introduce a method used to retrieve a q profile. However, since IMI is derived

from nturb, we need a method that uniquely determines the sign of M. We can
infer the sign of IMi, which is delineated from the MU radar observations of nturb

by considering the correlation between dq/dz and N2, where N2 is measured

with RASS. Last, we compare the preliminary results from the determination of

humidity based on the MU radar-RASS observations made on August 2, 1995 to

simultaneously obtained radiosonde results. A similar comparison of results from

another MU radar-RASS experiment on July 29-30, 1999, where seven humidity
profiles were inferred every 6 hours, is also considered [Tsuda et al., 2001].

5.2 RelationbetweennturbandM
   In a precipitation-free atmosphere, wind profiler radars operated on VHF fre-

quency detect an isotropic scattering caused by the turbulence-induced refractive

index fluctuations. The magnitude of M can be related to nturb, s and N from

Equation (2.28) as

                        iMl=Di13e-i/3 NVEi5ii:. (5.1)

s can be estimated from the width of the Doppler spectrum of turbulence echoes

[e.g., Hocking, 1985]. While N2 is determined from a temperature profile observed

with RASS measurements. (Note that RASS gives virtual temperature (CT;,),

which is slightly higher than T in a moist region.)

   Figure 5.1 shows a height profile of IMI inferred from the MU radar-RASS

observations of E, N2 and nt..b at 21:20 LT on August 2, 1995. Note that D is

assumed constant along height. nturb was determined by averaging the received

echo power for four oblique beams for about 10 minutes. While 6 is derived from

the spectral width of Doppler spectra following the procedure of Rukao et al.
[1994] .

   The vertical variation of e-i13 in Figure 5.1 is rather small and N is also

nearly constant except around 1.5 km. On the other hand, Viil Fg in the right

panel fluctuates significantly at 1.5-8 km. Therefore, the height structure of
Vi5i i is mainly determined by the behavior of M, while 6"i13 and N do not

contribute significantly to the height variation of V;i nt []PleLrumoto and Tsuda,

2001] .

   Note that it is rather difficult to accurately calibrate all the system parameters

of the MU radar, because a distributed receiver system with 475 pre-amplifiers is

employed. So, the measured S/N may not be converted to the absolute volume

reflectivity. For a practical application of Equation (5.1), we need to define a
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proportion coeficient (A) between the true value of M and the radar-derived

relative value (M') as

                           IMI-AiM*l. (5.2)
It is noteworthy that e in Equation (5.1) is different from s estimated from the

Doppler spectral width by the volume fi11ing factor (F) of turbulence layers.

Assuming that F is a constant along altitude, its effect can also be absorbed in

the factor A. Note, however, that the time and height variations of F induce

errors in the proportion relation of Equation (5.2), as a result, it could produce

spurious perturbations in an inferred profile of IMI.

   It is necessary to calibrate A by comparing IM'1 with IMI from a simulta-

neous radiosonde sounding. A was calculated at 1.2-10 km by comparing IM'l

in Figure 5.1 with a radiosonde result launched at 21:08 LT on August 2, 1995.

Considering that it takes about 30 minutes for a radiosonde to ascend to 10 km

altitude, we also averaged IM'1 for about 30 minutes. Two averaging methods

can generally be considered for estimating A. That is, A can be obtained by aver-

aging the ratio IMI/IM'l determined at each height with an equal weighting. Or,

A can be obtained by dividing the integrated value of IMI by that of IM'1. The

latter determination method of A is preferable in this study, since it gives a bet-

ter agreement between AIM*1 and IMI in height ranges of large IMI. During the

MU radar-RASS experiment on July 29-30, 1999, A was calculated for 7 radar

profiles by comparing them with simultaneous radiosonde profiles Iaunched every

6 hours. The mean and standard deviation of A is 1.25 and O.19, respectively,

therefore, the relative variations of A can be estimated as about 15%.

5.3 EstimationoftheqProfile
   We discuss here the fundamental characteristics of M by analyzing radiosonde

data. M in the lower atmosphere can be expressed from Equation (2.22) as:

           M=-776. lo-6g(l;L2 +ls6oogl L2 - 78TOO g+/) (s 3)

   In section 4.4.3, we investigated the relative contribution of these three terms

to M and found that the height structure of M is mainly determined by dq/dz

in a moist layer, therefore, the profile of M is expected to correlate highly with

that of dq/dz.

   We can simplify Equation (5.3), neglecting the second term, because its con-

tribution to M is small.

                 M=-776xTIO-6p (Z)iL2 - 78TOO g÷/) (s 4)
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Then dq/dz can be approximated as

        g÷/ =16slit2 M+ 7sToo Z)iL2 =16s lii2 M+ 7sloo (g/+ + p) (s s)

By considering Equation (5.1) between IMI and nt.,b, enhanced echoes observed

with a wind profiler radar coincide with large ldq/dzl when the background tem-

perature profile does not vary greatly. That is, the profile of ntu.b can be related

to the height structure of humidity distribution [Rurumoto and Tsuda, 2001].

   We now study the exact solution of Equation (5.3), which can be expressed

as a first order differential equation for q(z):

                        g/ +A(z)q-B(z), (5.6)

where

                           2N2                A(z) -- (5.7)
                            g
                B(z) = 16s lli2LM+ 7sloo (!li/÷+F) (5 8)

A general solution of Equation (5.6) becomes

              q(Z) = ,fi.) d. {fB (Z) efA (Z) dZdz + Cq}, (s.g)

where Cq is an integration constant. We can modify fA(z)dz in Equation (5.9),

considering that
                            N2 dlne                            -li-= dz' (5･10)

which yields
                   fA(z)dz - -2f d5n.edz - in e-2, (s.ii)

where e is the potential temperature. Equation (5.9) can then be rewritten by

taking an integration range between a reference height (zo) and z as

                   q(z)- e2 {L,ZB(z) e'2dz+c6}, (s i2)

where C6 is a new integration constant. Applying.the boundary condition,

q(zo) = qo and e(zo) == eo at z == zo, Equation (5.12) gives

                             C6= eq,O,･ (5.13)
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Thus, the final form of Equation (5.9) becomes

                   q(z)=e2 (,1IjB(z) e'2dz+ eq,O,] (5 14)

Note that we can adopt the climatological value for p(i) in Equation (5.8) when a

radiosonde result is not available, since time and height variations of p are small

compared to those for q.

   'Ib summarize, we can calculate a q(z) profile using Equation (5.14), with

given values for qo and 0o, if M is accurately determined from wind profiler radar

observations of nturb for turbulence echoes. It is noteworthy, however, that wind

profiler radars can only determine IMI from nt..b, therefore, we need to develop

a method to uniquely determine the sign of M. Moreover, it is diffcult to take

the boundary condition on the ground, because wind profiler radars are unable

to measure the Iowest part of the atmosphere (below about 1.5 km for the MU
radar). Instead, we will assume that g becomes nearly zero at an upper boundary

(fbr example, at 10 km). Then, Equation (5.14) can be integrated downward along

the altitude.

5.4 Correlation between dq/dz and N2

   Fluctuations of g and e are not independent, but they are closely related

through thermodynamics, especially for conservative vertical dispiacements [e.g.,

Mapes and ZiLidema, 1996]. As a matter of fact, Gossard and SengiLpta [1988]

reported a good correlation between dq/dz and N2 under stable conditions. Now,

we aim at verifying the correlation between dq/dz and dO/dz (or N2) using ra-

diosonde results. Figure 5.2 shows profiles of M, dq/dz, -N2, and q observed

with aradiosonde launched at 21:08 LT on August 2, 1995. Although N2 was em-

ployed in Figure 5.2, its height structure is nearly the same as dO/dz, considering

Equation (5.10).

   We can see in Figure 5.2 that the profile of M is quite similar to that of dq/dz

as expected from the discussions in the previous section. Further, the height
structure of -N2 correlates well with that of dq/dz such that the N2 fluctuations

become large at the altitudes where the magnitude of the dq/dz is enhanced. As

a result, we can see a good correlation between -N2 and M. Note, however, that

this relation may not be valid when the effects of horizontal advection become

significant, as reported by Mapes and Zuidema [1996] from radiosonde results in

tropics.

   We would not expect, therefore, that the height structure of the magnitudes of

M agree precisely with those of -N2, since they are not necessarily proportional.
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Figure 5.2: Profiles of M, dq/dz, -N2 and q (from left to right) observed

with a radiosonde launched at 21:08 III] on August 2, 1995.

O.02

However, in most radiosonde profiles that we have investigated, the height ranges

with positive/negative M values coincide fairly well with the negative/positive

fluctuations in N2. Therefore, we can guess the sign on M from an asymptotic

height structure of a -N2 profile. It is noteworthy that the continuous tempera-

ture measurement with RASS is very useful in this study.

   In higher altitude regions where q becomes small, M may not correlate with

dq/dz any more. But, M still seems to correlate with -N2, considering the first

term in Equation (5.3). So, the sign of M can be inferred from -N2 in the entire

height range.

   It is important to define the threshold of -N2 corresponding to M = O when

we try to infer the sign of the radar-derived M based upon the correlation between

M and -N2. Although we could expect height variations of the threshold, we

simply assumed a constant value at all altitudes, which is empirically determined

as -N2 = -1.1 × 10-4 sm2. Then, we detected four height regions with positive
M values; near 3.4 km, 4 km, 6.0-6.5 km and 7.4 km. the sign of M above 7.5

km was assumed to be negative, since the N2 values did not significantly exceed

the threshold. Moreover, it was assumed that M is negative below about 2 km
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  the radar and radiosonde results.

because the RASS temperature measurement was not accurate enough there.

5.5 The q Profile Derived from Echo Power

   Figure 5.3 shows the profiles of q and M inferred from the MU radar-RASS

observations, together with the reference radiosonde result at 21:08 LT on Au-

gust 2. We used the radar profile collected about 12 minutes after the radiosonde

release, considering the time delay necessary for a radiosonde to ascend to the

height region of our interest. However, the time lag between the radar and ra-

diosonde measurements was as large as about 20 minutes at 10 km, assuming the

ascending speed of a balloon to be about 5 ms-i.

   In the right panel in Figure 5.3, the magnitude of M inferred from the MU
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radar is similar to that of the radiosonde profile. In particular, the signs of

M mostly agree with the radiosonde results, although disagreement occurred

at around 4 km and 6-7 km. The discrepancy seems to be due to either a
misjudgement of the sign of M, or the vertical and/or horizontal variations in q.

   The q profile in Figure 5.3 is calculated by using Equation (5.14), where

we took upper boundary values at zo = 10 km from the radiosonde results. The

height structure of the radar-derived q profile generally agrees well with that from

the radiosonde. In particular, even small height variations of q can be detected

with the MU radar. However, Figure 5.3 also suggests that the M values with

the MU radar at 1.5-4.0 km are smaller than the radiosonde results. The left

panel indicates that the difference in q between the radar and radiosonde values

ranges to -1.0 × 10'3 kg kg-i between 2.5 and 4.0 km.

   The discrepancy becomes as large as about -2.5 × 10-3 kg kg-i below 2.5
km, probably because the error is accumulated due to the downward integration.

Moreover, the echo power at the lowest range gates could be suppressed, because

the sensitivity of a radar receiver does not fully recover from the blanking due

to a transmitted pulse. This effect might explain the smaller q values with the

radar at low altitudes. Nonetheless, the relative error of q is less than about 15%

at the Iowest range gate (1.2 km).

   From another MU radar-RASS observations on July 29-30, 1999, 7 humidity

profiles are consecutively estimated as shown in Figure 5.4, which are compared

with simultaneous radiosonde profiles launched every about 6 hours. Profiles

of q(z) derived from radar echoes are generally consistent with the radiosonde

profile, except for the result at 15 LT on July 29, 1999.

5.6 Effects of Boundary Condition

   Here we discuss the eflects of the error in qo at the top boundary. The dashed

line in the center panel in Figure 5.3 shows the saturation value of q inferred

from the radiosonde sounding. Above about 8 km the q profile from the ra-
diosonde is close to the saturation value. We anticipate that ice particles were

attached to the humidity sensor aboard the radiosonde, therefore, the humidity

was not accurately measured, causing incorrectly large q values at high altitudes.

Although the radiosonde results at the upper boundary (10 km) was used with

Equation (5.14), they could generate a large initial error.

   Instead, we could assume a boundary condition as qo = O at a significantly high

altitude where q becomes very small. This method can be employed even when a

reference radiosonde is not available. Another way is to refer to a climatological

q profile. We analyzed a number of radiosonde results collected over Shigaraki,
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and determined the mean q value, its standard deviation and the saturation value

of q at 10 km as 3.1 × 10'4 kg kg'i, 1.7 × 10'4 kg kg-i and 7.3 × 10-4 kg kg-i,

respectively. In this case, the maximum error at the top boundary is restricted

by the saturation q value. More practically, the error would be limited to the

mean q value plus the standard deviation, that is, 4.8 × 10'4 kg kg-i.

   From Equation (5.14), an estimation error of q at z caused by inaccuracy of

qo at the boundary (Aq) becomes

                                      e(z)2
                                          . (5.15)                          Aq (z) == Aqo
                                      eo2

Since e normally decreases as the altitude descends, the magnitude of Aq(z) is

also reduced relative to Aqo. That is, the effects of error at an upper boundary

is suppressed for downward integration in Equation (5.14). For example, the

discrepancy of 4.8 × 10-4 kg kgffi at 10 km becomes as small as about 2.5 × 10-4

kg kg-i at 1.5 km, which corresponds to about 3% of q (1.5 km).

5.7 ConcludingRemarks
   The MU radar-RASS observations were applied to the determination of a q

profile, using the turbulence echo characteristics. In this paper, the details of

the technique and the preliminary results from initial field tests under a moist

(summertime) condition were described. Main conclusions of this study are sum-

marized below:

  1. Assuming the fundamental equation for the turbulence echoes, we obtained

     M2 or 6'213N2nt..b. Since s and N2 can be determined from the Doppler

     spectral width and the RASS temperature profiles, respectively, nturb is

     uniquely related to M2. It was found that height variations of both 6 and

     N2 are small in comparison to those in M2. It is noteworthy, therefore,

     that this technique could be applied to estimate M2 at a wind profiler

     radar without the RASS capability.

  2. A first-order differential equation for q(z) is delineated, which can be solved,

     provided a profile of M is accurately determined from nturb. The propor-

     tionality constant relating nt..b and M2 directly affects the amplitudes of

     q. So, for continuous monitoring of the humidity profile, it is preferable to

     calibrate time variations of this constant.

  3. We proposed a method to estimate the sign of M from the correlation be-
     tween dq/dz and -N2. Although we assumed that the threshold of IV2 for
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determining the sign of M is constant with altitude, we should investigate its

height variations in a future study. The present method is preliminary and

it could be improved by combining other measurement techniques. Since

M is normally negative, it is important to find regions of positive dq/dz,

which seem to occur near the lower edges of clouds. So, it is useful to coordi-

nate with a ceilometer measurement of the cloud bottom height. Moreover,

dq/dz seems to fluctuate around a melting layer, which can be identified

from the RASS observations of the height of freezing temperature.

4. 0verall height structure of the radar-derived q profile agrees well with a

  simultaneous radiosonde result. Difference of q values between the radar

  and radiosonde determinations mostly ranges 1.0-5.0 × 10-3 kg kg'i at
  1.5-7.0 km, although a significant discrepancy was sometimes recognized.

5. Magnitude of the error at the upper boundary is reduced when q(z) is inte-

  grated downward. However, it is better to provide the boundary condition

  at the lower end where the q is larger. Since the MU radar is unable to mea-

  sure the lowest part of the atmosphere (below about 1.5 km), it is difficult

  to give the boundary condition on the ground (zo = O km). A Raman lidar

  measurements of the humidity profile below a cloud layer could provide the

  boundary value at the bottom of the integration region. The error of q

  seems to be caused by various factors, such as the error of qo, 6 and A and

  the misjudgement for the sign of M. This chapter discussed the effects of

  boundary condition. In the next chapter, we will discuss the effects of A

  andE and the improvement of the guess method of the sign of M.

   We demonstrated that the radar technique proposed in this study has a po-

tential to continuously determine the specific humidity profile. By combining

results from other remote-sensing measurements an integrated observation sys-

tem may be designed to provide complete information about the vertical structure

of humidity.



Chapter 6

Continuous Monitoring of
Humidity Profiles with the MU

6.1 Introduction

   This chapter looks at an important improvement made to the radar remote-

sensing technique used to obtain g profiles. As explained in the previous chapter,

we can retrieve a q profile by inferring the sign of M from the correlation between

M and -N2. However, M is not fully correlated with -N2 under disturbed
meteorological conditions. To achieve a more robust estimation of the q profile

under various meteorological conditions, we improved the method by delineating

the sign of M through simultaneous GPS measurements of PWV [thrumoto et

al., 2002].

   We begin by describing the experimental set-up, which was in operation from

July 29 to August 4, 1999, and the method used to retrieve humidity profiles.

The q profiles are compared to simultaneously obtained radiosonde data, which

is followed by a discussion of the correlation between the radar-derived q and the

black body temperature (TBB) obtained through irradiance (IR) measurement

done with a geostationary meteorological satellite (GMS). After that, we look at

the detailed time-height structure of the retrieved q, referring to the rain echo

distribution obtained from a meteorological radar. The behavior of the radar-

derived q, wind velocity, 6, and T is described, along with that of meteorological

parameters observed from the ground, and the correspondence of these behav-

iors to the movement and the development or decay of rain clouds observed by

meteorological radar is discussed.

83
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6e2 MU Radar-RASS Campaign during
29 and on August 4, 1999

July

   The MU radar-RASS can monitor successive profiles of three components
of wind velocity and CZ} with time and height resolution of a few minutes and

150 m, respectively. Our MU radar-RASS observation was done over nearly one

week from 08:36 LT on July 29 to 21:21 LT on August 4, 1999. The observation

parameters are summarized in Table 6.1. We repeatedly observed turbulence and

RASS echoes in two height ranges from 1.2 to 10.7 km (low mode) and from 4.80

to 23.85 km (high mode). Each observation cycle took 2.4 minutes.

   To observe the turbulence echoes, we steered the radar beam into five posi-

tions: one vertical and four oblique directions at a zenith angle of 100, aligned

to the north, south, east, and west. During rainfall, both turbulence and rain

echoes are detected by the MU radar. Both types of echo can be analyzed, but

only the turbulence echoes were used in this study.

   For the RASS observations, we used 20 hyperbolic horn speakers and trans-

mitted an FM chirped acoustic wave whose sweep frequency range was adjusted

to satisfy the Bragg condition in the observation-height range. The antenna beam

directions were appropriately changed by considering the results of real-time ray-

tracing of acoustic wavefronts. Two independent receiver channels were used: one

for the radial wind velocity, and one for the acoustic velocity with a Iocal reference

signal shifted by 105.5 Hz and 92.6 Hz in the low and high modes, respectively.

   To obtain reference humidity profiles, we launched 55 radiosondes every 3

hours at O, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, and 21 L[[' each day in parallel with the MU

radar-RASS observations. We used the VAISALA RS-80-15G radiosonde, whose
measurement accuracy is 2-3% for relative humidity with a height resolution of a

few hundred meters [e.g., Miloshevieh et al., 2001]. The radiosonde results were

averaged over 150 m of altitude to obtain the same height resolution as with the

MU radar results.

   We also made continuous surface meteorological observations at the MU radar

site by recording the pressure, temperature, humidity, and precipitation with a

time resolution of 1 minute. A GPS receiver (Ashtech Z-XII3) was simultaneously

operated, which detected the signal from GPS at elevation angles greater than

150 with a sampling interval of 30 seconds. The GPS data was analyzed with

the GIPSY-OASYSII software developed at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory

(JPL) and the PWV was determined with a time resolution of 5 minutes. We also

measured PWV by a dual-frequency microwave radiometer (WVR; Radiometrics

WVR-1000), operated at 20.7 and 31.4 GHz, with a time resolution of about 1

minute. During this observation, the WVR was programmed to point only toward
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Table 6.1: Observation parameters of the

from July 29 to August 4, 1999.
MU radar-RASS experlments

Turbulence Echo Observation

Low Mode High Mode
height range (km)

inter-pulse period(pss)

sub-pulse length (pas)

pulse compression bit

number of beams
coherent integration

number of FFT points
incoherent integration

observation duration (s)

beam direction
 (azimuth angle, zenith angle)

1.2GIO.65

     450
       1
       2
       5
       10
      256

       5
      54
( oo, oo), ( oo,

     ( 18oo,

loo),

loo),

 4.80-23.85

      400
        1
       16
        5
       60
      128
        2
       44
( 900, loo),

( 2700, 10o)

RASS Observation Parameter

MU radar
Low Mode High Mode

height range (km)

inter-pulse period (pas)

sub-pulse length (pas)

pulse compression bit

number of beams
coherent integration

number of FFT points

incoherent integration

observation duration (s)

1.20-10.65

     450
       1
       2
       3
      10
     256
       5
      54

4.80-23.85

      434
        1

       16

       4
       16
      256

       5
       45

Acoustic Source

transmitter type

wave form
repetition period (s)

chirped frequency range (Hz)

hyperbolic horn speaker

        CW
         1.0

     72.3-109.2
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the zenith direction.

6.3 Estimation of the q Profiles

6.3.1 TheoreticalBackground

   The principle underlying the estimation of a humidity profile using turbulence

echo characteristics was given in section 5.3. nt..b basically depends on M2, N2

and 6. Thus, we can derive IMI provided N2 and s can be estimated from,

respectively, the RASS temperature profiles and the spectral width of the Doppler

spectrum of turbulence echoes.

   Further, M is related to q, dq/dz, T, and p from Equation (2.22). By solving a

first-order differential equation, the height structure of q can be estimated. Note,

however, that the sign of the radar-derived M must be determined. q(z) can be

solved from Equation (5.14) as shown:

q(z) = e2
(L,Zo-2 [i 6s {i21M+7sioo (:/l+F)]dz+ eq,02), (6 i)

where q(zo) = qo and e(zo) = eo are the boundary conditions. Because the

MU radar can obtain only the absolute value of M, to precisely estimate q we

must unambiguously determine the sign of M. Tsuda et al. [2001] successfully

retrieved a q profile by inferring the sign of M from the correlation between M

and -N2. Mapes and Zuidema [1996] showed that q and e are closely related in

terms of the vertical displacement under adiabatic and non-advective conditions.

Therefore, dq/dz and dO/dz should be correlated, and M thus closely related

to -IV2. However, under disturbed meteorological conditions, M is not fully

correlated with -N2.

   rlb achieve a more robust estimation of the q profile under various meteo-

rological conditions, we improved the method used to delineate the sign of M

by using simultaneous PWV measurements made by GPS. Figure 6.1 shows the

block diagram of the method we used to retrieve q.

   We derived e from the spectral width of the turbulence echoes (at..b) and N2

from the RASS. Note, however, that the observed spectral width was affected by

broadening effects. We removed these effects using the horizontal wind velocity

and vertical wind shear observed with the MU radar by Hocking [1995]'s method.

   As the MU radar did not have a noise-power calibration system, only the S/N

could be obtained, so we derived the relative value of nt..b from the S/N. The

relative value of IMI (IM*1) was then calculated from s, nturb, N2, and F from
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Figure 6.1: Block diagram of an improved retrieval method for estimating q profiles.
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Equation (2.27) as

                      IM*1=s-i/3Fi12nturb-i/2N. (6.2)

Note that Though F is included in the relationship between nt..b and the re-

ceived echo intensity, the exact value of F is difficult to determine from actual

observations. We employed the method of Cohn [1995] to derive F using the high-

resolution wind and temperature profiles we obtained from the MU radar-RASS

measurements. The MU radar cannot obtain IMI, only iM'1 which contains the

system parameter, so we obtained iMl by calibrating IM*1 using the M derived

from simultaneous radiosonde results.

6.3.2 The Effects of F and E on q

   In a previous study by 71suda et al. [2001], q profiles were estimated using

a constant F versus height derived from simultaneous radiosonde results. We

estimated F using the Cohn [1995] method from temperature profiles obtained

with the MU radar-RASS with good temporal and height resolutions. The mean
profile of F estimated with the Cohn [1995] method during the campaign ranged

between O.10-O.18, with s.d. of O.07. We studied the effects of F on the estimated

q. That is, we calculated the normalized discrepancy between two estimations of q

using the F given by Cohn [1995] and a constant F value, respectively. The mean

discrepancy over 36 hours was as small as about 10% below 5.3-km altitude, and

above 5.3 km the normalized discrepancy fluctuated with a maximum difference

of 50%. This large fluctuation may not be meaningful, though, because q becomes

small at higher altitudes. The accuracy of the q estimated using the Cohn [1995]

method below 5.3 km therefore seems to be improved by 10% compared to the

value given by TsiLda et al. [2001]. While F has been estimated using high-

time-resolution temperature data from the MU radar-RASS measurements in
this study, only data with Iow time resolution (such as from radiosondes) may be

available in other experiments, in which case the errors of the estimated g's could

rise to about 10%.

   We also studied the effects of s on the estimated q. The mean profile of 6

estimated from the MU radar-RASS measurement during the campaign fluctu-

ated between O.5 × 10-3 and 3.0 × 10-3 m2s-3. The mean and s.d. of 6 versus

height were 1.5 × 10-3 m2s-3 and 2.5 × 10-3 m2s-3, respectively, and the varia-

tion of e seemed large. We studied the normalized discrepancy between the two

estimations of q with E with a time resolution of 2.4 minutes and the mean 6

profile during the campaign. The discrepancy was as small as 15% below 4.8

km. However, the normalized discrepancy fluctuated between 20 and 40% above

4.8 km. Thus, the estimated q may have had an error of about 15% when g
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was not derived with high time resolution. During the campaign there was little

background wind and shear (as described later) which was ideal for estimating s.

When the wind is strong, it is more dificult to accurately determine e because

the broadening effects may become very powerful. The accuracy of the estimated

q would probably worsen in such a case because of the higher estimation error of

s.

6.3.3 Determining

   We determined the sign
dashed box in Figure 6.1:

the Sign of M

of M through three processes as indicated in the

1. Radiosonde data taken every 6 hours were interpolated with time to make a

  reference q profile. The sign of M was considered to be that which made the

  radar-derived q agree with the reference q profile. Although we launched

  radiosondes every 3 hours, only the soundings at 3, 9, 15, and 21 IL[[" (with

  intervals of 6 hours) were used to obtain the humidity profile. The other

  soundings (at O, 6, 12, and 18 L[[i) were used to verify the accuracy of the

  radar-derived q profile.

2. The integrated water vapor (IWV) value between 1.5 and 7,5 km was calcu-

  lated from the radar-derived q, and compared with the IWV simultaneously

  determined through GPS measurement. The reference IWV was inferred

  from PWV as:
                        IWV=PWVxR,.sk.. (6.3)
  Ri.skm is the ratio of IWV at 1.5-7.5 km to the PWV determined from
  radiosonde data, interpolated to correspond to the radar time resolution.

  The sign of the first guess within the two height points was adjusted to

  minimize the difference between the IWV values if the difference in the

  IWV values exceeded a threshold. The threshold was equal to three times

  the s.d. for the IWV obtained by GPS measurements after removing the

  linear trend for 3 hours.

3. 'Ib suppress the rapid variation in q at each height, the sign of M was

  changed to make the time deviation of q smaller than the s.d. of q during

  each 15-minute period.

In the second process, the reference IWV estimated from GPS measurements
represents the average value for a wide area around the MU radar, while the MU

radar observed IWV only in a narrow area within a zenith angle of less than 100
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above the MU radar. Thus, the IWV was likely to differ from that estimated by

GPS when the humidity distribution had a large horizontal gradient. This effect

is discussed Iater in this paper.

6.4 Background Meteorological Conditions

   Figure 6.2 shows the mean profile of eastward (ze), northward (v), and vertical

(w) wind velocities and temperature (T) measured with the MU radar-RASS.

   The amplitude of w is magnified by a factor of 10 for clarity. The horizontal

bars in Figure 6,2 show the s.d. of each value. Since the s.d. of zc was similar to

that for v, we did not show it.

   Both u and v were small, since the jet stream was very weak. Below 6 km, ze

and v were as low as 3-6 ms"i and 6-10 ms-i, respectively, and the horizontal

wind direction was roughly SSW. Above 6 km zL and v became smaller as the

height increased, both falling as small as lms-i at 9 km. Around 5.5 km, the

s.d. of v reached a maximum of about 3 ms-i and became smaller with height

above 5.5 km. w was fairly small throughout the entire height range. The s.d.

of w decreased with height from O.35 ms-i at 2 km to O.15 ms-i at 9 km. The

temperature became OOC around 4.5 km, and the s.d. of T was Iess than 1.5 K

except at 6 km where it rose to about 2 K.

   Figure 6.3 shows an IR image of the area around Japan observed by GMS
at 17:40 IJT on July 30. The asterisk in Figure 6.3 indicates the location of the

MU radar. SE of the MU radar, a Pacific anti-cyclone can be recognized as a

wide clear air region. A typhoon to the south of the MU radar did not produce

significant meteorological disturbances near the MU radar.

   The left panel of Figure 6.3 shows a 2000-km-wide cloud band spread along

the SW-NE direction NW of the MU radar. The geostrophic wind blowing around

the NW edge of the Pacific anti-cyclone caused the NE advection of this cloud

band.

   An enlarged image around the MU radar, corresponding to the box in the left

panel, is shown in the right panel of Figure 6.3. At the edge of the cloud band

NW of the radar there were several small cloud clusters with lengths and widths

of about 100 km and 10 km, respectively. Such small clouds were generated and

dissipated one after another within a few hours, and some clouds passed over the

MU radar. The GMS also routinely observed visible images during the daytime

that showed the region within 50 km of the MU radar was fully covered by dense

cloud,
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and vertical wind velocity (w: short-dashed) and temperature (T: thick

solid) observed with the MU radar-RASS from 12:41 IJI] on July 29 to
23:29 IJI] on July 30, 1999. The error bars of v, w and T show s.d. of each
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6.5 The q Profiles Obtained with the MU

RASS
Radar-

   Using the improved retrieval method we estimated successive humidity profiles

from 08:36 IJT on July 29 to 21:21 IJ[I] on July 30 operating the MU radar-

RASS continuously. During this period, the PWV values obtained from the GPS

and from a radiometer simultaneously operated at the MU radar site agreed to

within 5 mm. As shown in the previous chapter, the accuracy of the radar-

derived q is improved when the boundary condition is taken at a higher altitude.

Considering the decrease in the turbulence echo power with height, we used an

upper boundary of zo = 7.5 km where the S/N was fairly high and time variation

of q was sufliciently smal1. The boundary values, qo, eo, and pressure (p) in

Equation (6.2) were inferred by linear interpolation of radiosonde soundings with

respect to time. The top panel of Figure 6.4 shows the time variation of IWV (1.5-

7.5 km) measured with the MU radar. GPS and radiosonde results are also plotted

for comparison. The radar values were averaged over about 30 minutes. The error

bars show three times the s.d. of the IWV obtained from GPS measurements after

subtracting the linear trend. The radar-derived q may contain a small, yet not

h
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line indicates the saturation line. The left panel shows the difference in q

between the radar and radiosonde results.

12.6 km at the height of 2.0, 5.0 and 7.5 km, respectively.

   The radar-derived humidity is constrained by the IWV obtained by GPS in

our retrieval procedure, so it is not surprising that the IWV obtained with radar

agreed well with that obtained with GPS in Figure 6.4. The IWV showed a
diurnal variation with a maximum and minimum around 17:OO L[I] and 7:OO LT,

respectively. However, the radar-derived IWV fluctuated with a time scale of

about 1.5-2 hours from 15:OO to 20:OO IYT on July 30 in Figure 6.4.

   Figure 6.5 shows a profile of q inferred from the MU radar-RASS observation.

Data from the radiosonde launched at 14:36 LT on July 30 is also plotted for

comparison. The radar-derived q (hereafter, referred to gR) was averaged over

30 minutes from the launch time of each radiosonde to account for the interval

needed by a radiosonde to ascend to an altitude of 10 km. The horizontal bar
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shows the standard error of the radar data obtained over the 30minute period.

In the right panel of Figure 6.5, the height structure of the radar-derived qR

                                             e (hereafter, referred as q,),profile agrees very well with that from the radiosond

although at 34.5 km and 5.0-5.8 km the difference exceeded the standard error

of qR. The left panel shows that the difference between qR and q, was within

1.5 × 10-3 kg kg-i between 1.5 and 7.5 km.
   qs was larger than qR at 5.5 km, this was above the melting 1ayer at 4.5 km

where the qs was larger in other periods such as from 14:oo Yr on July 29 to 6:OO

L[Ir on July 30 as we will show later.

6.6 Detailed Time-Height Structure ofq

   Figure 6.6 shows the time-height variation of relative humidity (RH) inferred

                                            radiosonde data (RH,) (top)･from the MU radar-RASS data (RHR) (bottom) and
We estimated individual humidity profiles with the intrinsic time resolution of the

MU radar observation (2.4 minutes) and averaged eight profiles obtained over

about 30 minutes. On the other hand, we launched radiosondes every 3 hours at

the times indicated by asterisks below the top panel. Thick contour lines (purple,

blue, orange and red) correspond, respectively, to 50, 60, 70, and 80% RH.

   The asterisks connected by a thin line show the cloud-top height in a cell

of O.050 × O.050 in longitude and latitude (about 4.6 × 4.6 km) around the
MU radar, which was located near the center of the cell. The cloud-top heights

were estimated from the TBB by referring to simultaneous temperature profiles

obtained with RASS. Note that the cloud-top height is an instantaneous value

at 40 minutes after the hour. We compared the TBB values used in Figure. 6.6

with other TBB values in the neighbouring cells and found that they agreed to

within 5 K except from 13:40 to 15:40 L[Ir on July 29 and from 15:40 to 18:40 IYr

on July 30 when the TBB difference became as large as 10 K.

   The bottom panel of Figure. 6.6 shows the time variation of RH at the cloud-

top height from both radiosonde and radar data. Under calm meteorological

conditions from 22:40 UT on July 29 to O:40 IL[I] on July 30, the RH values at the

cloud top agreed well. However, during disturbed conditions from 12:40 to 20:40

IA] on July 29 and from 13:40 to 21:40 IJT on July 30, RHR at the cloud-top

height was lower than RH, by about 10%. This discrepancy was probably .caused

?g,%./j,ff9.E･z"s2L".shs,eo,/rag.",taS,zb.se,',,"aK'i,?,a,ge,z,ge",y･ges.,G.gs,.,w,p.icx,is,s.s$

RHR were somewhat lower than RH,, the overall structure of the RH height--time

variation obtained by the two methods was consistent.
   The cloud top height had two distinct peaks at 6.5 km at 15:40 LrT on July
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29 and 5.5 km at at 17:40 IJT on July 30, respectively. From 9:40 to 14:40 L[I] on

July 30, the cloud-top height steadily decreased from 6.3 km to 1.8 km except

at 11:40 Ill] when a small peak appeared at 4.3 km. Radiosonde results show

a region of RH, >70% at 4.5-5.5 km, from 13:OO IJr on July 29 to 6:OO L[[" on

July 30, which did not agree with the cloud-top height. An enhancement was
also detected in RHR, which agreed better than the radiosonde results with the

behavior of the GMS cloud top height.
   RHR in the afternoon on July 30 shows a single peak, which ascnded and

descended during 12:40-17:40 L[I] and 17:40-22:40 IJI], respectively. The increase

in the cloud-top height at 17:40 IJI" on July 30 continued for only a few hours,

which was shorter than the variation in the RH.. RHR showed several peaks from

12:OO to 22:OO VI] on July 30, and the RHR peak at about 17:40 IJT agreed with

the structure of GMS cloud-top height better thatn RH..

6.7 Behavior of Rain Clouds Passing over the

MU Radar
   During our observations, we monitored the real-time display of rain echoes

measured by a meteorological radar located in Osaka about 60 km WNW of the

MU radair. The Osaka radair observed rain echoes at the height of 2 km with

a horizontal resolution of 2.5×2.5 km every 7 minutes. Rain clouds passed over
or near the MU radar six times during the afternoons of July 29 and 30 and we

describe the detailed characteristics of these rain clouds in the fbllowing which

are usefu1 to understand the behavior of RH in Figure 6.6.

6.7.1 Rain Clouds from 13:OO to 18:OO LT on July 29

   In the afternoon of July 29, three rain clouds approached the radar site at

(a) 16:07 L[I], (b) 17:07 L[Ir, and (c) 18:07 LT (as indicated in Figure 6.6). Rain

clouds were blown toward NNE at about 10 ms-i by the background winds. No

rainfall was detected at the radar site during the cloud passages. The behavior

of individual rain clouds is shown in Figure 6.7.

(a) A rain cloud appeared 15 km south of the MU radar at 15:15 IJI]. Moving

   towaird NNE at 10 ms-i, the rain cloud became most developed at 15:30

   L[I] when it had aradius of about 8 km. The rain cloud in the decay stage

   migrated northward and came nearest to the MU radar at 16:OO IL[I7 when

   the center of the 6-km-radius cloud was 8 km SE from the MU radar. At

   16:07 Mr, a new rain band that was 6 km wide and 20 km long and spread
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along the SE-NW direction appeared SE of the MU radar. A rain echo as
strong as 32 mm h-i was observed 4 km SW of the MU radar, although the

MU radar site was not covered by the rain cloud. After 16:07 L[[" both rain

bands moved away to the NNE.

(b) A rain cloud appeared 10 km south of the MU radar at 16:37 LT, and
   moved toward NNE at 10 km h-i. This cloud grazed by the MU radar at

   17:07 IA] when it was most developed with a radius of 6 km. After passing

   the MU radar, the decaying rain cloud continued moving to the NNE and

   disappeared at 17:22 L[I7.

(c) Another rain cloud appeared at almost the same location as in (b) at 17:22

   LT, and approached the MU radar. The center of the rain cloud in the

   most developed stage passed over the MU radar at 18:07 LT and continued

   to the NNE.

   The radiosonde data showed that the region of RHs >70% at 4.5-5.5 km per-

sisted from 13:OO LT on July 29 to 6:OO L[[" on July 30. Note that of the rise

in the radEm-derived RHR (>70%) at 4.8-5.5 km is separated into three peri-

ods: 15:10-16:45 LT, 16:50-17:30 LT, and 17:30-18:30 LT. The three RHR peaks

agreed well with the passage of rain clouds (a), (b) and (c). Between 3.5 km and

4.1 km, RHR >70% was observed from 15:20 to 16:10 LT which corresponded to
the passage of rain cloud (a).

   During the passage of rain cloud (c), RHR was over 80% from 4.8 to 5.5 km

during 17:40-18:15 IJI", while for rain clouds (a) and (b), the region of RH>80%

was restricted to a very narrow region from 3.8 to 4.9 km at 15:40-45 IJI' and

from 5.0 to 5.2 km at 17:30-40 Illr, respectively. The meteorological radar showed

that rain cloud (c) passed over the MU radar, and RHR rose above 80%. The
peaks of RHR were below 80% in the cases of rain clouds (b) and (c) which did

not pass over the MU radar.

   The cloud-top height measured by GMS showed a single 6.5-km peak at 15:40

L:r, when rain cloud (a) approached the MU radar. The peak of RHR near the
cloud top height at 15:40 IYT was about 60%. In the case of cloud (a), a rain echo

as strong as 32 mmh-i was observed 4 km NE from the MU radar. The rain
intensity of (b) and (c) was less than 20 mms'i, and GMS observation did not

show corresponding peaks.

   As mentioned, the cloud-top height measured by GMS is an instantaneous
value at 40 minutes after the hour. Rain clouds (a), (b), and (c) did not approach

the MU radar at the GMS data sample time, so the peak of the cloud top at 15:40

IJT probably corresponds to an anvil formation caused by the strong rain cloud
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(a). Rain clouds (b) and (c), which were weaker than

by GMS though, because they did not seem to form a

(a), could not be detected

sufficiently large anvil.

6.7.2 Behavior from 19:OO LT on July 29 to 12:OO LT on
        July 30

   Next, we discuss the period from 19:OO IJT July 29 to 12:OO L[I] on July 30. A

region with RHR of >50% was detected at 4.5-5.3 km from 13:OO IJI] on July 29

to 10:OO Illr on July 30, showing general agreement with our radiosonde results,

though the radar-derived humidity was smaller than that from the radiosonde

data.

   The GMS cloud-top height decreased from 17:40 to 19:40 LT on July 29, and

reached a minimum height of 1.8 km at 19:40 ]L[I] on July 29. From 20:40 IA] on

July 29 to 0:40 IJ]] on July 30, the cloud-top height stayed at 2.8-3.1 km where

RHR became about 50%.

   No GMS-measured TBB was available from 1:40 to 4:40 Illr on July 30. Be--

tween 5:40 and 7:40 IJI] and at 9:OO LT on July 30, TBB was about 240 K which

corresponded to a cloud top of about 9.5 km. Since the meteorological radar data

during this period showed that the MU radar site was not covered by a rain cloud,

the cloud-top height of about 9.5 km was not caused by a rain cloud. Instead, it

was probably due to a cirrus or anvil cloud in the upper troposphere.

   After 10:OO Illr on July 30, RHR between 5 and 6.5 km fell rapidly to less

than 10%. The radiosonde data also showed this RH. decrease. The cloud top

also fell from 9:40 L[I], probably because the cirrus or anvil cloud in the upper

troposphere had disappeared after 10:40 LT.

6.7.3 Rain Clouds from 12:OO to 22:OO LT on July 30

   The radiosonde data showed that RH. reached 70% at 1.5 km at 12:OO IIr

on July 30. The region where RH, >70% increased from 12:OO to 17:50 LT,

then decreased after the peak at 17:50 LT. The overall structure of RHR was

consistent with RH,. However, the short-term fluctuation and peaks of RHR and

peaks are not inconsistent with RHs, since the radiosondes do not have the same

time resolution. RHR showed separate peaks at 2 km at 11:30, 13:00, 14:45, 16:30,

17:30, and 21:OO Illr as indicated by the arrows in Figure 6.6.

   According to the meteorological radar data, three rain clouds approached the

radar site during the afternoon of July 30 at (d) 14:45, (e) 15:45, and (f) 17:30 L[I],

corresponding to the RHR peaks at 14:45, 16:30, and 17:30 YI], respectively. No

rain clouds corresponding to the other RHR peaks at 11:30, 13:OO, and 21:OO L[["
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were detected by the meteorological radar. The radius and intensity of rain cloud

(f) were larger than those for (d) and (e). The GMS cloud-top height showed a

distinct peak at 5.3 km at 17:40 UI] which corresponded to rain cloud (f), while

the small rain clouds (d) and (e) were not shown by the GMS data.

   The rain clouds moved toward NE at about 10 ms"i. Detailed characteristics

of these rain clouds, shown in Figure 6.8, were as follows:

(d) A small rain cloud appeared just above the MU radar at 14:45 Ill]. From

   15:OO to 15:07 IYI", the developing rain cloud covered the radar site while

   moving to the NE, and its radius reached 4 km at 15:07 LT. The rain cloud

   moved farther away from the MU radar, and the distance between the radar

   and the closest edge of this rain cloud was more than 5 km at 15:15 IJI].

(e) A 4-km-wide, 10-km-long rain band that spread along the SE-NW direction

   appeared 5 km SW of the MU radar at 15:30 IJI]. This rain band migrated to

   the NE and reached its highest stage of development at 15:37 IJI]. At 15:45

   IY]], the decaying rain band reached the MU radar. The rain cloud above the

   MU radar disappeared at 16:OO IJT. A new weak rain cloud appeared above

   the MU radar at 16:07 LT. The developing rain clouds, moving toward NE,

   passed over the MU radar from 16:15 to 16:22 UT, and were fu11y past by

   16:37 IJI].

(f) A rain cloud appeared 15 km south of the MU radar at 16:37 L[I], and

   the developing rain cloud was stationary until 16:45 IJT. The rain cloud

   then moved to the NNE toward the MU radar. It decayed at 17:07 IL[I],

   but developed again and reached a radius of 25 km at 17:22 IJT. The rain

   cloud in its fully developed stage, with a radius of 10 km, approached and

   the north edge of the cloud reached the MU radar at 17:30. IJhrom 17:30 to

   17:45 Illr, the disappearing rain cloud passed over the MU radar and rapidly

   moved toward NE decaying at 18:OO LT.

6.8 Detailed Time-Height
rological Parameters

Structure of Meteo-

   Next, we discuss in detail the variation in qR by comparing it with the rain

cloud characteristics detected by the meteorological radar, the wind velocity and

e, and the surface meteorological observations from 14:OO to 20:OO LT on July 30.
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Figure 6.9: Time-height distribution ofe (top) and gR (middle) observed by

the MU radar-RASS from 14:OO to 20:OO LT on July 30, together with the

horizonLal and vertical wind velocities indicated by vectors. The cloud-top

height obtained by GMS is indicated by asterisks connected by the line.

The three panels at the bottom show the time variation of the surface

pressure, temperature and precipitation observed at the MU radar. (d),

(e) and (f) show the timing of rain clouds passing.
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   The top and second panels of Figure 6.9 show the time-height distributions

of e and qR together with wind velocity vectors consisting of horizontal and ver-

tical components. The horizontal wind direction below 7 km was SSW, and did

not change drastically between 13:OO and 22:OO IJT. The wind velocity was not

available from 15:40 to 15:50 L[[' and from 16:05 to 16:15 IJT at 2-4.5 km. The

cloud--top height measured by GMS is shown by asterisks connected by lines.

   Note that q and e are both Lagrangian conserved quantities under conditions

of no evaporation or condensation. Since q generally decreases with height, an

increase/decrease of q corresponds to upward/downward vertical motion, respec-

tively, when the infiuence of latent heat and advection is negligible. On the other

hand, e generally increases with height, so an increase/decrease of e corresponds

to downward/upward wind. Note that de/dz < O is statically unstable. Thus,

those place where de/dz < O appears may be regions of sampling error of e or

else regions where moisture gradients are important and the quantity actually

shown in Figure 6.9 is a virtual potential temperature that includes the effects of

moisture.

   When there were no rain clouds, Figure 6.9 shows a good correspondence

between qR or 0 and w. For instance, the downward wind below 4 km at 18:40

ILT was consistent with the decrease of qR and increase of e. However, the vertical

velocity was upward at O.8-1 ms-i between 1.5 and 3.0 km at 14:45 LT, when

rain cloud (d) passed over the MU radar. This upward flow suggests the rain

cloud was in a developing stage at that time.

   During the passing of rain cloud (e), a downward vertical velocity of 1 ms-i

was observed between 2.5 and 4.5 km at 15:45 IJT, while the vertical wind veloc-

ity from 1.5 to 2.5 km was about O.8 ms-i. The large downward wind velocity

between 2.5 and 4.5 km seems to have been caused by the drag of raindrops on

the air. The rain echo was seen by the MU radar below 3 km. The meteorological

radar data showed that the decaying rain cloud (e) passed over the MU radar

at 15:45 ILT. The considerable upward and downward motion in the lower and

upper regions agreed with the general model of a decaying rain cloud. w became

downward below 5 km at 16:OO IJT when rain cloud (e) had already decayed. As

the decaying process advanced, the vertical velocity became downward through-

out the height range of the decaying rain cloud. In the region where there was a

strong downward wind from 15:40 to 16:10 IJT, e decreased by about 4 K and qR

increased by about O.OOI kgkg-i. The downward motion seems to carry the air

downward with high e and low q.

   The other three panels of Figure 6.9 show variation in the pressure, temper-

ature, and precipitation observed on the ground at the MU radar site. At 15:43

UT, the surface pressure increased by O.5 hPa, and temperature sharply decreased
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by 2 K. A rapid rain meter detected a heavy rainfall of 40 mm h-i between 15:45

and 15:55 L[[", just after a gust front generated by the downwa[rd flow of air cooled

by the evaporation of raindrops, passed over the MU radar at 15:40 IJr. From

15:20 to 16:10 IJT, e became small and fluctuated erratically between 4.8 and 6.5

km, which seems to be related to the passing of rain cloud (e).

   During the passing of rain cloud (f), RHR >70% was detected only below

3.5 km, and the GMS cloud-top height was higher than that indicated by the

radar results. From 17:25 to 17:35 IJI], e decreased by 5-7 K at 3.8-4.5 km and

2.8-3.4 km, and this decrease was accompanied by a downward flow as strong

as 1 ms-i. These observations suggest that the atmosphere was cooled due to

raindrop evaporation . A large rain cloud (f) with a radius of 25 km was observed

at 17:30 IYT, and the north edge of the cloud reached the MU radar. However,

there were no rain clouds in the other directions from the MU radar.

   Therefore, the IWV estimated by GPS could have been lower than the actual

IWV over the MU radar because the GPS measurement determined an average
value for an area 22 km in diameter around the MU radar, while the MU radar

observed a horizontal region 3.4 km in diameter as indicated in Figure 6.8.

   Figure 6.10 shows the temporal variation of qR, E, the variance of w (w2), and

T from 14:02 to 19:32 Illr on July 30 at altitudes of 3 and 4.5 km. Note that

ift was calculated over 30 minutes. Figure 6.10 shows a rising qR from 15:25 to

16:OO IJ]r at 3 km and from 17:20 to 17:40 IJT at 3 and 4.5 km, corresponding to

the approach of rain clouds (e) and (f), respectively. However, qR, E, w2, and T

at 3 and 4.5 km did not rise for rain cloud (d), because this rain cloud appeared

below 3 km.

   Peaks in both s and diTt at 3 and 4.5 km (indicated by (i)) suggest there was

a strong atmospheric disturbance. e and w2 were already decreasing at aboL!ILt

15:45 L[Ir, when the decaying rain cloud (e) came nearest to the MU radar. w2

also peaked at 16:10 IAr at 3 km, which corresponded to the weak rain cloud

at 16:07 L[I]. 6, however, did not show a distinct peak. The temperature fell

by about 2 K at both 3 and 4.5 km from 16:OO to 16:10 IYI]. Under adiabatic

and non-advective conditions, T should increase in a downward wind region, so

this decrease of T was probably caused by atmosphere cooling due to raindrop

evaporation .

   When rain cloud (f) passed by, a peak in qR was seen from 17:20 to 17:40 IJT

at 3.0-4.5 km, and corresponding rises in w2 and e were also observed, except for

EIFt at 4.5 km (indicated by (iii)). The time variation of T shows a sharp trough

at 17:30 IJI" at 4.5 km. Another trough was seen at 17:40 IJT at 3 km where w

was downward. The cooling effect of raindrop evaporation on the atmosphere was

also apparent in this case. Note that at 16:50 Illr e rose at 3 and 4.5 km before
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the passage of rain cloud (f) (indicated by (ii)), although qR, w2, and T did not

peak. This peak in s corresponds to the development of rain cloud (f) 15 km SSE

of the MU radar. Rain cloud (f) at 16:50 IJ]7 seems to have been so strong that

e over the MU radar rose sharply, but the other parameters did not significantly

vary because the rain cloud was far (15 km south) from the MU radar.

   We also observed complicated phenomena even when no rain clouds were
present, such as the rise in qR at 3 km at 18:10 IJT where no other parameters

showed a corresponding change. There are also regions of a high e from 5.5 to

6.0 km at 17:OO-17:15 IJI] and 17:20-17:35 LT.

6.9 Concluding Remarks

   During our MU radar-RASS observations from July 29 to August 4, 1999,

we collected both turbulence echoes and virtual temperatures with good time

resolution. We estimated q profiles from the MU radar-RASS measurements by

using the characteristics of turbulence echoes. We simultaneously measured PWV

by GPS and launched radiosondes, which are used to constrain the retrieval of

the q profiles. Our main findings were as fo11ows:

1. The height structure of q can be estimated from the radar-derived M by

  inferring the sign for IMI. We have developed a new algorithm to guess the

  sign of M by referring to the radiosonde q profile and the PWV obtained

  by GPS measurement. As nt..b is also affected by F, which is difficult to

  determine from actual observations, we estimated F by using the NOAA

  Aeronomy Laboratory Cli model by Warnock and VdnZandt [1985] with

  high-resolution wind and temperature profiles obtained through the MU

  radar-RASS measurements. We studied the influence of F on the accuracy

  of the estimated q and found that F does not significantly affect q below

  5.3 km. The estimation error ofq therefore seems to be as small as 10%

  below 5.3 km, even when F is derived from radiosonde data rather than

  MU radar-RASS data. The influence of 6 on q was fbund to be as small as

  15% below 4.8 km under light winds. However, if winds are stronger, the

  accuracy of the estimated 6 and hense q may fall.

2. The height structure of the qR profile agreed well with q, ,with the differ-

  ences between qR and q, mostly within 1.5 ×10-3 kgkg-i from 1.5 to 7.5
  km. However, significant discrepancies were sometimes seen.

3. The radar- and radiosonde-derived humidity chamacteristics agreed well, al-

  though the radiosonde results tend to be higher than with qR especially
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under disturbed conditions. The PWV estimated by GPS represents the

average value of a wide area around the MU radar, while the MU radar

observed PWV in a narrow area within a zenith angle of less than 100

above the MU radar. In future observations, we will use instruments that

measure PWV in a narrow horizontal area, such as a microwave radiome-

ter, instead of GPS. The radar-derived humidity fiuctuated with a typical

time scale of 1-1.5 hours, which cannot be detected with radiosondes. The

cloud-top height measured by GMS was generally in better agreement with

RHR values than RH,.

4. We monitored the real-time meteorological radar results during the RASS

  observations, and found that a total of six rain clouds passed over or near

  the MU radar. The radar-derived humidity was well correlated to the rain

  cloud characteristics.

   We have thus shown that the radar remote-sensing technique for determining

q profiles used in this study is a useful means of continuously estimating the

specific humidity profile at 1.5-7.5 km.

   By applying the results of this study, a wind profiler with RASS can be used

to simultaneously observe vertical and horizontal wind velocity, temperature, and

humidity, which will contribute greatly to the study of meso-scale atmospheric

thermodynamics.



Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

   Simultaneous observations of wind velocity, temperature, humidity, and tur-

bulence intensity are essential to study the detailed structure of atmospheric

thermodynamics. A three-dimensional wind field can be observed by the wind

profiler radar, while temperature profiles can be monitored by RASS with good

time and height resolution. However, humidity profiles haye not previously been

continuously monitored with radar remote-sensing techniques. In addition, al-

though the wind profiler radar has been applied to estimate the turbulence energy

dissipation rate (E), certain problems need to be solved to enable consistently ac-

curate estimation, especially under strong wind or shear conditions. This thesis

has examined the development of techniques to use radar to estimate humidity

and e, which is aimed at enabling the simultaneous observation of wind velocity,

temperature, 6, and humidity.

   Chapter 1 explained the purpose of this research, and looked at the previous

work done concerning e and humidity measurements.

   Chapter 2 provided a theoretical background regarding turbulence echoes.

The radar equation for turbulence echoes and a basic relationship to determine

the turbulence echo power were described, as were methods of estimating E. The

RASS technique was explained, along with the radar equation for the RASS echo

and the ray-tracing of acoustic wavefronts. The actual RASS system incorporated

with the MU radar and typical temperature observations made with the MU

radar-RASS were also described.

   Chapter 3 presented an improved dual-beamwidth spectral width method to

estimate g. This method removes the broadening effects through simultaneous

observations of nested sampling volumes with two different beamwidths. The

principal advantage over the conventional method is less sensitivity to the er-

ror that occurs in the broadening model. The profiles from the two methods

closely agreed under light wind conditions, but the agreement weakened as the

109
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wind speed rose. The difference at higher wind speeds was probably caused by

the rough approximation inherent in the model assumptions in the conventional

method. Nonetheless, the conventional method was reasonably accurate under

weak wind conditions.

   Chapter 4 compared the e values obtained using the echo power and spec-

tral width methods under calm meteorological conditions. In both methods, the

high-resolution Brunt Vaisala frequency squared (N2) derived from temperature

profiles obtained with the MU radar-RASS was used to estimate e. The E pro-

vided by the spectral width method is mainly determined by the spectral width
and the influence of N2 is small, while the e provided by the echo power method

showed fairly large time variations which cannot be detected with the spectral

width method. These large variations seemed to be caused by the variation in

the echo power intensity. The detailed comparison indicated that the echo power

variation mainly depends on variation in the refractive index gradient (M), which

in turn is mainly determined by the vertical humidity gradient.

   Chapter 5 looked at a new radar remote-sensing technique used to measure a

humidity profile based on the strong dependence of turbulence echo power on the

vertical humidity gradient. The first-order differential equation for humidity was

derived, whose solution requires an accurately determined profile of M. However,

since a radar can only determine IMI from the turbulence echo power, a method

was needed to determine the sign of M. The method to estimate the sign from the

correlation between M and -N2 has been developed. The humidity profile thus

derived from the MU radar-RASS measurement agreed well with simultaneous
radiosonde results.

   Chapter 6 looked at a way to improve the humidity estimation technique to

allow more robust estimation even under disturbed meteorological conditions.

This new algorithm estimates the sign of M by referring to the precipitable wa-

ter vapor obtained by GPS measurement. Humidity profiles were estimated by

using the improved method with the MU radar-RASS data obtained in July,
1999. The time-height structure of the radar-derived humidity agreed well with

simultaneous radiosonde results obtained every three hours, although the radar-

derived humidity revealed short-term fiuctuations with a period of 1-1.5 hours

which could not be observed by the intermittent radiosondes. The radar-derived

humidity was also compa[red with data from a meteorological radar. During the

observation campaign, a total of six rain clouds passed over or near the MU

radar. The hourly fiuctuation of radar-derived humidity was consistent with the

movement and the development or decay of the rain clouds as monitored by the

meteorological radar.

   In summary, radar estimation using the MU radar enables simultaneous ob-
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servation of the wind field, temperature, humidity, and 6, which will be a valu-

able means of investigating the thermodynamics of meso- and micro-scale dis-

turbances. In the future, the members of this study will attempt to apply other

forms of radar, such as the equatorial atmosphere radar (EAR) and the lower

troposphere radar (IITR), in this field of observation. The use of the EAR will

be usefu1 for unveiling small-scale phenomena occurring in equatorial regions. In

addition, LTR have developed by Hashiguchi et al. [2002], and a total of 25 IJrR

sites have recently been installed by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA). Ap--

plying the techniques described in this thesis through these sites should greatly

improve the accuracy of short-term weather forecasting by allowing the radar-

derived humidity to be incorporated into numerical forecasting models. Another

important aJrea for future work will be cooperative observation with the Mie lidar

which can monitor the scattering from water or ice particles. These observations

will be useful for clarifying the detailed structure of cloud dynamics.
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Spatial Structure of the RASS
Echo with Multiple Acoustic
Sources

   In this chapter, we investigate the echo pattern on the ground when multi-

ple acoustic speakers are simultaneously used. Table A.1 shows the observation

parameters of the MU radar-RASS experiment on December 18, 1996. The MU
radar antenna array could be divided into 25 sub-arrays, which could be inde-

pendently activated as transmitting and receiving antennas. We used seven sub-

a[rrays for transmission and 20 sub-arrays for reception. Because only four receiver

channels were available, we could not simultaneously determine the echo pattern.

RASS measurements lasting 3 minutes were done five times while changing the

combination of receiver sub-arrays. As a result, it took 15 minutes to obtain one

distribution of the RASS echo pattern. The measured differences in sensitivity

between the sub-arrays were less than 0.2 dB. Therefore, no correction of the

sub-a[rray sensitivity was needed.

   The ray-tracing of the acoustic wavefronts was analyzed to determine the

radar-beam directions and the positions of the acoustic sources. A temperature

profile was measured using a simultaneous radiosonde, and wind velocity of above

1.5 km was observed with the MU radar. Wind profiles when the wind velocity

was below 1.5 km were estimated by combining the MU radar results with the

surface wind measurements. An accurate temperature profile was not required

for the ray-tracing analysis because the effect of temperature variation on the

acoustic wave is insignificant compared to that of wind-velocity variation.

   IJlirom the results of the ray-tracing analysis, we selected two radar-beam di-

rections at (azimuth and zenith angle) = (2850, 280) and (2850, 320), and two

sound sources at (distance, azimuth angle, and elevation) = (55 m, 2640, -O.29

113
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Table A.1: Observation parameters on December 18, i996.

MU Radar
height range (km)

inter-pulse period(pas)

subpulse Iength (pas)

pulse compression bit

number of beams
number of receiver channels

coherent integration

number of FFT points
incoherent integration

observation duration (s)

beam direction

 (azimuth angle, zenith angle )

offSet Doppler velocity (ms-i)

parameter estimation method

1.20-5.85 km

        416
          1
          2
          2
          4
         32
        256
          4
       27.3

  ( 2850, 280), ( 2850, 320)

                   302.7
Oth and lst order moments

Acoustic Source

transmitter type

wave form
repetition period (s)

chirped frequency range (Hz)

hyperbolic horn speaker

       cw
        O.5
  85.0-107.0

location of transmitter from radar center

(r, azimuth angle, z)

transmission speaker

(1) ( 55 m,

(2)(55 m,
(3) ( 55 m,

2640, -O.29 m)

2930, -O.30 m)

3230, -O.30 m)

          (2)
   (1) and (3)

(1),(2) and (3)
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4

e

1: 1.50km
2: 1.80km
3: 2.10km
4: 2.40km

Figure A.1: The center of the RASS echo spot simulated through
ray-tracing of acoustic wavefronts. The radar-beam direction was (az-

imuth angle, zenith angle) = (2850, 280). Acoustic sources were located at

(distance, azimuth angle, height) = (55 m, 2640, -O.29 m) as indicated by

×. The O shows the location of the center of the radar antenna, and each
o shows the center of the RASS echo spot at a particular height.

1: 1.50km
2: 1.80km
3: 2.10km
4: 2.40km

Figure A.2: The same as in Figure A.1, except that an acoustic source was

located at (distance, azimuth angle, height) = (55 m , 3230, -O.30 m).
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Figure A.3: Distribution of RASS echo intensity (S/N) observed by each

sub-array at 23:07 Illr on December 18, 1995. The radar bearn direction

was (azimuth angle, zenith angle) = (2700, 280). The altitude and total

S/N are shown at the upper right of the MU radar antenna. S/N was

corrected by being multiplied by a factor of r-2. The × shows the location

of the acoustic sources.

m), and (55 m, 3230, -O.30 m).

   We calculated the center of the RASS echo pattern by using geometrical optics

and the acoustic wayefronts simulated through ray-tracing. Figures A.1 and A.2

show the results when we independently used a single acoustic source at (2850,

280) and (2850, 320). The center of the RASS echoes was expected to be neam the

north and south edges of the MU radar antenna array.

   Figure A.3 shows the observed horizontal distribution of the RASS echo pat-

tern. Note that the attenuation of the RASS echo intensity was corrected by
multiplying a factor proportional to the inverse square of range (r-2). The sub-

array with S/N greater than 6 dB was distributed around both the north and

south borders of the MU radar antenna. Our findings suggest that acoustic waves
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transmitted from multiple acoustic sources independently scatter radio waves, so

the resultant RASS echo can be considered a superposition of these independent

scatterings. Because the azimuth angle of the two acoustic sources differed by 300,

the shape of the acoustic wavefronts also differed, which caused the RASS echoes

to be scattered from different height ranges. It is thus important to arrange sound

sources around the best location and to change them according to variation in the

background wind velocity and temperature to detect RASS echoes from a wide

range of heights.
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